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The purpose of this study is to develop an electron 
transport model which can be used with the standard ANISN 
computer code. The basis for the development of this model 
is the cross-section format used in ANISN calculations.
The cross-section data which have been generated with the 
electron transport model can be used in several nuclear 
engineering computer codes. Previous electron transport 
work has always required special-purpose codes. Two major 
developments in this study may be outlined as : (i) the 
application of the condensed random walk concept of the 
ETRAN family of computer codes into the discrete ordinates 
(ANISN) format ; (ii) and the formulation of inelastic cross- 
sections by the collisional average energy loss model. The 
inelastic cross-sections are employed in a continuous slow­
ing down mode in the ANISN format, so the general model is 
referred to as ANISN-CSDM, The characteristics of ANISN- 
CSDM are; the application of an elastic multiple scattering 
approximation to replace detailed (single-scatter) small 
interval calculations. This approximation permits more 
efficient approximate calculations and makes the deep-pene- 
tration radiation transport analysis possible within
iii
reasonable computer storage and time limitations. A single­
inelastic scatter and an elastic scatter are allowed per 
energy step by defining a model energy loss and equating 
this to an energy group width, thereby specifying a mech­
anism for continuous slowing down of the primary particle.
The average energy loss of the primary particle does not 
include small energy transfer collisions whose magnitude is 
less than a chosen q value. Their energy deposition is 
included in the overall inelastic cross-sections. The ANISN- 
CSDM model of electron transport effectively includes a 
deflection operator for these small energy transfer colli­
sions, because their energy loss is represented by the model 
energy transfer collision in each energy group which emp­
loys a Legendre expansion scattering representation. That 
is, the many small energy transfer collisions are replaced 
by a few large energy transfer collisions with their asso­
ciated deflection. It has been observed that the ANISN-CSDM 
transport results do not strongly depend on the choice of 
n value.
The types of problems which have been solved are: The
scalar flux solutions in thin aluminum slabs, energy/angle 
transmission through relatively thick aluminum, gold and 
water slabs; and energy deposition in thick aluminum and in 
water slabs whose thickness is greater than the range of 
the incident particle. The calculated results obtained
iv
using ANISN-CSDM are compared with Monte Carlo results per­
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Methods for mathematical modeling of radiation trans­
port of neutral particles, -neutrons and photons - have been 
well developed as part of the analysis and the shielding 
design of nuclear reactors. Therefore, there are many con­
venient computer codes to produce transport results for 
neutral particles, but the charged particle transport methods 
are not as yet well developed. There is one relatively 
reliable Monte Carlo computer code which is called ETRAN and 
was designed by Berger and Seltzer (1). It is very limited 
in its geometric applications and has difficulty producing 
physically acceptable results. Recently, Halbleib and 
Vandevender (2,3,4,5) used the ETRAN computer code to develop 
a new set of electron/photon rediation transport codes known 
as EZTRAN, CYLTRAN, SPHERE and ACCEPT. The method of solution 
in these computer codes is the condensed-history of particle 
approach introduced into ETRAN by Berger (1). These new codes 
are more flexible than ETRAN in simulating any desired geo­
metry.
1
2Most studies of electron transport concern radiation 
damage, biomedical, space shielding and plasma applications 
and depend upon approximate methods of solution. One may 
note that the approximate methods often exclude some useful 
information. Some developments have been done in electron 
and light ion transport theory using methods other than 
Monte Carlo schemes. Variations of one such technique, the 
discrete ordinates method, (DOM) have been reported by 
Bartine [6), Hoffman (.7) and Morel (8), but none of them has 
yet been developed into a generally useful computer code. 
Recently, a good mathematical model to produce electron or 
ion transport results was suggested by Ligou (9). But 
again the associated discrete ordinates computer code is 
yet to be developed.
This work discusses the present state of the electron 
transport studies. It suggests a means for using a wide 
range of present neutral particle (neutron/photon) computer 
codes to perform electron transport analyses. The method 
which has been developed in this study can be used to pro­
duce reliable electron transport results, much as are done 
in neutral particle transport analyses.
A. Unsolved Problems in Electron Transport
A survey of unsolved problems in mathematical model­
ing of electron transport is given in the following
paragraphs. Most of them have been investigated recently, 
with some of them still under study. A mathematical model 
called the discrete ordinates method is used frequently in 
neutral particle transport analyses. One of several avail­
able computer codes which use this method is the code 
ANISN [12). The first attempt to apply the ANISN to elec­
tron transport problems was made by Bartine, et al. [6).
Their results showed good agreement for low Z (the atomic 
number of transport medium) transport materials but poor 
agreement for high Z transport materials. It is pointed 
out by Ligou (9) that the continuous deflections result from 
continuous interactions. In Bartine's work he assumed no 
deflection at all for continuous slowing down collisions.
One may note that the energy loss per cm is proportional to 
the magnitude of Z. Probably the angular deflections asso­
ciated with continuous interactions should not be neglected 
for a high Z transport medium. Ligou also points out that 
if continuous interactions are considered correctly, then 
there will be a deflection operator in the transport equation 
to account for continuous interactions. This operator is 
called the Fokker-Planck operator (9).
The angular behavior of inelastic collisions is 
modeled approximately in the present study. Group transfer 
collisions result in energy degradation. There exists an 
angular deflection associated with the magnitude of the
4energy loss. It seems appropriate to prescribe angular 
redistribution within each group as primary particle slows 
down to lower energy groups. As a particle moves to low 
energy groups, it becomes less and less forward peaked.
It was stated previously that no discrete ordinates 
electron transport production computer code is yet available. 
(8). Although ANISN has been used by a few investigators 
(6,7) to perform electron and ion transport calculations, 
the modified form of the ANISN computer code used by Bartine 
(6), Hoffman (7) has not been released to the scientific 
community for its use. Morel (8) used the computer code 
DTF69, one which is very similar to ANISN, to produce one- 
group electron transport results. He reported a one-group 
calculation where inelastic collisions have not been taken 
into account. Therefore, more work should be done to formu­
late an approximate method for treating inelastic electron 
collisions and to include it in an electron transport model 
which considers both elastic and inelastic collisions. The 
Electron transport model presented in this study is intended 
to fill that gap.
A theoretical treatment of both elastic and inelastic 
scattering collisions with the associated angular deflections 
was made by Ligou (9). He states that if the continuous 
slowing down collisions were handled accurately, i.e., small 
energy transfer collisions, there should be an additional
5term to take into account the angular deflections assoc­
iated with small energy transfer collisions. Angular 
changes associated with large energy transfer collisions 
can be accounted for by the usual method of Legendre poly­
nomial expansions. Even though Ligou's (9) work takes into 
account the angular deflections due to large energy and 
small energy transfer collisions, he does not give compu­
tational results. A discrete ordinates computer code needs 
to be designed based on the new mathematical model described 
above to test the accuracy of his suggestion.
Neutral particle transport codes, such as ANISN, are 
sufficiently general so that they might be used for electron 
and other charged-partide transport analyses. The success­
ful use of such a general code, without modification for 
specific particle characteristics, would make possible im­
proved analyses in a number of application areas.
B. Application Areas of Charged Particle Transport 
Calculations
The general mathematical methods of neutral particle 
transport analysis can, in general, be applied to electron 
transport in the manner discussed in this work. In addition, 
the methods can probably be applied to the transport of any 
charged particles.
The study of charged particle transport could be 
applied specifically in a number of areas depending on the
■6
nature of problem investigated. These areas may be class­
ified as follows:
1. Radiation Damage
When a solid is exposed to highly energetic parti­
cles, changes in the material properties become significant. 
An example of this is when the products of a fission reac­
tion, which are primarily high Z [Z=atomic number) charged 
particles, irradiate ceramic fuel materials and structural 
materials of a nuclear reactor. Certain charged fission 
products continue to irradiate primarily reactor core region. 
Hence any observable change in the performance of material 
which is exposed to highly energetic charged particles can 
be called radiation effects of charged particles. The gross 
changes in the solid are called radiation damage.
The distribution of primary charged particles and 
secondary particles in transport medium constitute a problem 
of charged particle transport. The complexity of the pro­
blem [compared to that of neutral particle transport) comes 
in the fact that charged particles carry a certain amount 
of electronic charge which results in very frequent Coulomb 
interactions with the transport medium, which in turn 
require energy degradation of the incident particle.
One of the significant applications of charged par­
ticle transport analyses is the radiation damage to nuclear 
materials, where radiation itself is produced internally by
7the system [10). A brief discussion of radiation damage to 
nuclear materials and reactor components follows. This dis­
cussion is included here because radiation damage has a 
direct effect on nuclear and mechanical design of nuclear 
reactor components. Radiation damage effects to nuclear 
materials may be classified as either radiation damage in 
nuclear fuels or in nuclear fuel cladding.
Radiation damage to nuclear fuels are the result of 
fission products whose kinetic energy is of the order of 100 
Mev. As these products slow down in the nuclear fuel medium, 
their kinetic energy appears in the form of heat and gives 
rise to atomic displacement. The heat is removed from the 
system by cooling the fuel assembly, but radiation damage 
remains in the fuel or in the cladding. A certain fraction 
of fission products are inert gases, which are highly insol­
uble in solids. These gases form bubbles in the fuel. Part 
of these cause swelling; the remainder are released, result­
ing in a gas pressure build-up in the fuel rods. Mechanical 
deformation of the fuel rods is a current design problem.
Fuel cladding materials are subject to high thermal loading 
and radiation. The irradiated cladding material at high 
temperatures suffers a loss of ductility over the reactor 
lifetime [about 20-30 years). Occasionally, this causes 
fuel rod fractures. In fast reactors, the most significant 
radiation damage is the formation of voids in cladding.
These voids are created by fast neutrons at high doses.
8The formation of voids in irradiated metals can produce sig­
nificant percentage volume changes. Therefore, it becomes 
a problem of Fast Breeder Reactor design which is the second 
generation of fission reactors. In brief, interactions of 
radiation with materials always has been a design problem in 
the course of development of nuclear reactor families. It 
appears that the successful and economical applications of 
nuclear science very much depend on the development of mater­
ial science at high temperatures with the consideration of 
interaction of radiation with the host medium.
There are some applications of charged radiation damage 
problems. All of these may not be included here. Some of 
the applications of highly energetic radiations will be 
briefly included in the following paragraphs.
In general, one may consider the erosion of first wall 
[7,11) of fusion reactor by the following processes. The 
first one is sputtering where the first wall material may be 
ejected due to successive collisions initiated by incident 
energetic plasma particles which fall on the first wall. The 
second one is evaporation where wall surface heats up to a 
sufficiently high temperature such that atoms of first wall 
could gain enough energy above the surface binding energy.
This results in evaporation. The third one is the blistering 
which occurs due to explosion of gas bubbles which have formed 
close to the wall surface. The formation of gas bubbles is 
due to injection of plasma gas atoms which are not soluble in
9'
first wall material CIO).
Work has been carried out by Hoffman (7) to determine 
the sputtering yield, ion reflection coefficients and angular 
and energy distributions of sputtered particles using neutral 
particle transport code ANISN [12).
2. Plasma Heating by Charged Particles [13,14,15)
Here the energy of a highly energetic charged particle 
can be imparted to a plasma medium through collisions. One 
of the schemes is to pass highly energetic ions [heavy charged 
particles) through a neutralizer and then inject them into a 
plasma in such a way that they behave like a source of ener­
getic particles and impart their energy to heat it up.
Another method of heating plasma is by relativistic electrons. 
In these problems the plasma medium is treated as a transport 
medium for highly energetic charged particles. Energy trans­
fer to plasma ions is again achieved by collisions of highly 
energetic imparted particles.
3. Application of High Energy Charged Particles in Medical 
Physics
The work in this area was initiated because of an 
interest in transport theory and its applications in space 
technology. Similar applications were considered in high 
energy electron-irradiation therapy. The object in these 
studies is to determine the electron f lux (j) [r,E,0,t) [distri­
bution of particles) due to primary and secondary particles.
10
A complete determination of electron flux requires consid­
eration of all secondary particles produced by primary elec­
trons. The detailed knowledge of primary praticle flux and 
secondary particle flux will help to determine the amount 
of energy absorbed per unit volume of transport medium.
Energy absorption can be determined by a knowledge of elec­
tron flux and stopping power of transport medium, where 
macroscopic energy absorption cross section is treated as 
the energy loss per unit path length traveled. The formu­
lation of energy absorption cross-section will be discussed 
in Chapter (IV).
4. Charged Particle Shielding in Space Technology
In this application of charged particle transport 
theory, it is necessary to protect man and space facilities 
against trapped charged particles of sufficient intensity 
to produce radiation damage. High energy electrons are ob­
served to be the predominant means of energy absorption in 
systems that are subject to continuous electron flux.
Total energy absorption will probably put a limit on the 
space systems. In order to minimize the total shield weight, 
more work may have to be done in optimizing laminated wall 
structures (16).
5. Nuclear Measurements (17,18,60,61,6 5)
The purpose of this subsection is to present very 
briefly where the results of charged particle transport
11
calculations would be applied in nuclear measurements. In 
a wide category of radiation detectors (ion chambers, propor­
tional counters, Geiger tubes), the net result of the radia­
tion interaction may be thought of as the appearance of elec­
tric charge within the active volume of a detector. Then, 
this charge may be collected by an application of an output 
signal. The negative and positive charges are created by 
the primary radiation flow in opposite directions in a detec­
tor after application of the electric field. For every 
charged particle, for example; beta or alpha particles, which 
deposit a significant amount of energy in the fill gas, pro­
duce a signal pulse. The counting efficiency of a detector 
depends upon the probability of the primary radiation which 
penetrates through window thickness. A primary particle may 
be absorbed or backscatted while it crosses the window thick­
ness before it reaches the active volume of the detector. It 
is perhaps too early to mention that here the window thickness 
(a small fraction of the primary particle range) represents a 
slab geometry for radiation transport analysis in terms of 
the energy deposition and transmission studies of the primary 
particle.
In fast electron spectroscopy with scintillators, pri­
mary particles may make large angle scattering and result 
in bremsstrahlung photon production. They both reduce the 
energy of primary particles. These events depend on the 
scintillation material and its thickness. Electrons lose 
energy over the protective cover before they reach the
12
scintillator itself. Magnitude of energy loss increases 
with the atomic number of the scintillator material. Low 
atomic number scintillator material may be used for electron 
spectroscopy because it minimizes the energy loss of primary 
particles. Similarly, in semiconductor detectors a charged 
particle will lose some of its initial energy over the dead 
layer (or window) before it reaches the active region of the 
detector. The analyses of the magnitudes of energy losses 
and the effect of multiple scattering on the detector res­
ponse may be made by the charged particle transport calcu- 
lational models.
C. A Brief Outline of Developments in This Work
In full range deep penetration radiation transport 
problems a complete energy and particle absorption may be 
considered in the Continuous Slowing Down Model of electron 
transport (ANISN-CSDM). This is because the primary particle 
is assumed to have no kinetic energy at the thickness of 
material which is equal to the range of primary particle, 
RqCEq)» at its initial energy Eg. In general, the ANISN-CSDM, 
which will be discussed in depth in Chapter (II), may be 
visualized as a particle transport model that allows the 
primary particle at the mean energy of any energy group g to 
slow down to the mean energy of energy group g + 1 by an in­
elastic collision. In this model the primary particle is not 
permitted to skip adjacent energy groups following an
13
inelastic collision. Group skipping is permitted in the 
Group Skipping Model (GSM) of electron transport; however, 
it will not be covered in detail in this investigation. The 
GSM of electron transport is different from the ANISN-CSDM 
in the sense that the particle may skip one or more energy 
groups depending on the magnitude of energy loss that occurs 
in a particular inelastic collision. Following an inelastic 
collision, two particles should be considered: One of them 
is designated the primary particle and the other one is the 
secondary particle, each of which will be placed in an appro­
priate energy group as a function of its kinetic energy after 
inelastic collision. A more detailed description and some 
preliminary formulation of the GSM will be briefly introduced 
in Chapter (IV). Several individual inelastic collisions are 
treated separately in the GSM, but all inelastic collisions 
are approximated by one average energy loss collision in the 
ANISN-CSDM at the initial energy. In summary, the GSM depends 
on a range of different energy loss collisions and the ANISN- 
CSDM depends on grouping of collisions and representing their 
overall behavior by an average interaction at the mean values 
of an energy group structure.
The model which has been developed and tested in this 
work for electron transport is similar to Ligou’s (9) mathe­
matical model except that here the associated angular deflec­
tions due to elastic and inelastic collisions are treated 
approximately and consistently. The mathematical model of
14
the electron transport scheme is incorporated into the 
Cross-Section Processing Computer Code (CRXPC) which is de­
signed for this particular electron transport model, ANISN- 
CSDM. Complete energy and particle conservation is achieved 
in the computations because all possible inelastic electron- 
electron collisions are included in the model. The basic 
theory of cross-section production will be discussed in 
Chapter (IV). In principle, cross-sections are produced 
based on total energy loss at the mean value of established 
energy group structure for multigroup calculations.
This study uses the standard ANISN computer code with­
out modification. As a result, the radiation transport model 
developed here can be tested by other numerical computer 
codes employing the ANISN input format.
In Chapter (II) the theoretical development of elec­
tron transport methods is outlined. Chapter (III) discusses 
the discrete ordinates method formulation of the Boltzmann 
transport equation. Chapter (IV) presents the formulation of 
the cross-section theory of the ANISN-CSDM model of radiation 
transport. A brief discussion of extended transport corrected 
cross-section and the electron group-skipping model are also 
included. In this chapter a new scheme of electron transport 
cross-sections has been developed. This scheme includes an 
approximate treatment of angular distribution of scattered 
particles according to an average energy loss model.
The average energy loss is defined as the mean energy
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loss of inelastic collisions which could occur at the elec­
tron's initial energy. In the average energy loss calculation 
the very small energy loss collisions are excluded, but cross- 
sections are corrected to provide complete energy conservation. 
The overall average energy loss has been calculated by using 
the Miller differential single scattering energy loss cross- 
section (21). This energy loss model will be called "The 
squashed electron transport model."
The angular distribution of inelastically scattered 
electrons is also derived from the Miller cross-sections, de­
riving Legendre coefficients consistent with the energy losses 
considered in the mean energy loss. Rutherford scattering 
cross-sections are used for the elastic scattering with the 
screening parameter as given by the theory of Moliere. Since 
multiple elastic scatters may occur between energy loss coll­
isions, the Legendre coefficients which determine the elastic 
scatter angular distributions are corrected for multiple 
scattering.
In Chapter (V) the results produced by ANISN-CSDM will 
be given. The results will be compared with other selected 
results which have been reported elsewhere. The comparisons 
show that the results produced by ANISN-CSDM agree fairly 
well with the reported discrete ordinates results of Bartine 
(6), Morel (8) and the results generated by Monte Carlo cal- 
culational models (1). In addition, they compare well with
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some experimental results of Derrickson and Rester (57) and 
Anderson (59). From the comparisons it can be seen that the 
ANISN-CSDM model of electron transport may be used as an 
alternative to other calculational models.
The discussion of the results and conclusions, and 
recommendations are given in Chapters (VI) and (VII) respec­
tively.
• CHAPTER II
SURVEY OF THE THEORETICAL BASIS 
FOR ELECTRON TRANSPORT CALCULATIONS
A. A Review of Electron Transport Theory
The charged particle transport theory includes more 
complexities than neutral particle transport theory, because 
interaction mechanisms are different for neutral and charged 
particles. Interactions of charged particles are governed 
by nuclear plus long-range Coulomb forces whereas neutral 
particle interactions are governed by short-range nuclear 
forces only. Magnitudes for the energy losses of primary 
charged particles and their distribution in a transport 
medium are typical quantities sought in a general charged 
particle transport problem. A review of basic electron and 
other charged particle interactions with transport medium 
will follow. Interactions of charged particles (fission 
fragments, light ions, electrons, etc.) at high energies in­
clude
(i) elastic nuclear scattering (Coulomb scattering)
(ii) inelastic scattering from atomic electrons




(iii) bremsstrahlung scattering; i.e., secondary photon 
production (primary energy loss mechanism of elec­
trons at very high energies)
(iv) nuclear reactions 
The first of three of these reactions will be considered for 
electron transport problems because nuclear reactions are 
negligible in electron transport. Some charged particles, 
such as hydrogen, deuterium, tritium, helium, etc. ions can 
initiate a group of nuclear reactions which may be classified 
as basic fusion reactions of light ions (15).
Inelastic and bremsstrahlung scatterings are respon­
sible for energy losses of electrons. Inelastic scattering 
produces secondary electrons and bremsstrahlung scattering 
produces secondary photons. For example, test calculations 
show that at 40.0 Mev electrons in water, energy loss by 
bremsstrahlung makes up about 30% of the total energy loss 
while this is about 8% for 10.0 Mev primary electrons. In 
the energy range from 100.0 Mev to 1000.0 Mev energy trans­
port is dominated by photons and energy transport by elec­
trons is relatively small (19). It can be seen from the 
practical figures given above that the energy transport is 
governed by photon production at high energies. Then one 
can define the "critical energy" of an electron where the 
"stopping power" of the transport medium due to the
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bremsstrahlung photon production becomes equal to that due 
to inelastic collisions. This occurs approximately at
Ec = 2# % -  MeV (16,20,21) (2.1)
and, the ratio of the radiative loss to collision loss given 




E = E 0
( 2 . 2)
if E<E^, collisional energy loss dominates 
if E > E^, radiative energy loss dominates.
Now total stopping power may be introduced which is the sum 
of collisional energy loss due to inelastic collisions per 
unit path length and radiative energy loss due to photon 
production per unit path length. That is







Total stopping power represents the total amount of energy 
loss by an energetic charged particle due to inelastic colli­
sions and production of bremsstrahlung photons in a transport 
medium per unit path length traveled by a particle. It is 
noted that the collisional energy loss is proportional to Z
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and increases logarithmically as a function of electron
energy whereas energy loss to secondary photon production
2
is proportional to Z and increases linearly with electron 
energy. Radiative energy loss in high Z material at high 
electron energies becomes very significant. This could be 
important in fusion reactor design because a photon is un­
charged and leaves a plasma medium without any further inter­
action. Therefore in a hot plasma confined by a magnetic 
field bremsstrahlung photon production results in nonrecover- 
able energy loss; i.e., photons leave the system. Depending 
on the computational model used and energy range, it may be 
important that the transport of secondary particles be taken 
into account in addition to the transport of primary par­
ticles. Therefore the complexity of electron transport pro­
blem arises from the cumulative effect of all probably inter­
actions and coupling between them. Exact calculation of total 
electron flux requires the transport of secondary "knock-on" 
electrons as well as primaries to obtain exact spatial dis­
tribution of energy deposition.
In the slowing down process of energetic electrons, 
they lose a small amount of energy by elastic nuclear scatt­
ering which may be attributed to its small mass compared to 
nucleus, and this loss is negligible compared to the loss of 
energy in an electron-electron collision. The theoretical 
maximum energy loss in an electron-electron collision is
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equal to half of its initial energy before collision [22].
The probability of the largest energy loss interactions is 
not too high but rather electrons generally make small 
energy loss collisions. For example, in order to lose an 
appreciable fraction of its energy, an electron must go 
through about 10^-10  ^ collisions, whereas neutral particles,
i.e., neutrans or photons, undergo less than 50 collisions 
for corresponding fractional energy losses (38). This is 
one of the very significant distinctions between electron 
transport and neutral particle transport problems. It 
affects Monte Carlo calculations in the sense that longer 
histories may be required in electron transport calculations 
compared to neutron or photon histories. Detailed collision 
histories for electrons are not possible in reasonable com­
puting times. To solve electron transport problems by Monte 
Carlo techniques, integral collision information is used to 
approximate the result that would be obtained from detailed 
collision histories. The resulting complex electron trans­
port relationships have been expressed, for instance, in terms 
of multiple scattering (23) , production and transport of 
secondary particles and fluctuations in energy losses (24). 
Either multiple scattering or energy loss fluctuations have 
a very strong effect on the spatial distributions of elec­
trons in transport medium. First treatment of energy loss 
of charged particles was done by Bohr (25) and then Bethe
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(21,26,27,28), who extensively investigated the problem.
Bethe's theory of electronic stopping power is based on a 
plane-wave Born approximation (21) . The stopping power is 
defined as the average energy loss per centimeter of path- 
length being traveled which is represented in slightly differ­
ent forms by different authors (26,27,28,29,30,31,32,33,34).
In general, at initial energy Eq , it may be represented as 








N = electron number density = ( ) x Z
Aq = Avagadro's number, p = density of medium, M = atomic 
weight of medium. Eg - E = energy loss in electron-electron 
collision, Z = number of electrons per atom.
The energy loss equation given above states that the 
average energy loss per cm. of pathlength being traveled may 
be produced by integrating the product of "given energy loss" 
times the associated inelastic differential scattering cross- 
section over all probably energy losses (29), provided that a 
uniform particle density is assumed in transport medium. In 
electron transport problems it is common that - energy losses 
are classified as "small energy transfers" and "large energy
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transfers.” Total energy loss may be taken as a sum of 
these two losses in the two classifications.
The most significant quantity in neutral/charged 
particle collisions is the magnitude of energy losses and 
angular distribution of scattered particles after collision. 
The detailed theories of energy loss mechanisms for various 
types of charged particles are extensively discussed in 
literature (10,21,22,30,31,32,33,34). A review of the basis 
of energy transfer to electrons will be given in the follow­
ing paragraphs. The distinction of possible energy losses 
to target electrons may be made by drawing a line between 
small energy transfer collisions and large energy transfer 
collisions. It is difficult to draw a clear line between 
small energy losses and large energy losses. Let us denote 
the cut-off energy of these two energy losses by E^ ,. Selec­
tion of E^ may be made based on the following specifications:
(i) is large enough compared to binding energies 
of electrons. I, in transport medium
(ii) E^ should be small enough such that for energy
transfers of the order of E^ or energy transfers 
smaller than E^, the effective collision para­
meter is large with respect to atomic dimensions. 
This implies that the charged particle can be 
treated as a point particle. In practical appli­
cations E^ values are in between I - 1001 (6)..
I
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For small energy transfer collisions to electrons,
Q < Eq , the average energy loss has been derived by Bethe
[21,30,35). The average energy loss is obtained by summing |
over all the excitation probabilities of the atom, which is 
given as, average energy loss per cm..
. dE  ^2irNCZe^ )^  
^  mcZ gZ for Q< E [2.5)
where
Eç = upper bound of,the small energy transfer collisions
mc^ = 0.511 Mev = electron rest mass energy
Ze = charge of primary particle
Z = 1 if primary particle is an electron
3 = v/c = relativistic velocity of electron/speed of light
I = mean ionization potential of transport medium.
This expression applies to all types of primary charged 
particles where primary electrons and positrons are also in­
cluded.
If the energy transfer to target electron by any kind 
of charge particle is large, Q > E^, then the average energy 
loss depends on the type of primary particle. In this case 
the target electron is treated as a free particle. The energy 
transfer cross-sections for heavy particles to target electron 
are given by different authors. Such cross-sections have 
been outlined by Uehling [30).
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The differential energy transfer cross-section for 
electron-electron collisions was calculated by Mçfller and 
given as follows for the transfer of energy Q in dQ:




Eq = me Cy“1) = kinetic energy of electron and 
y  =
The collisional energy loss may be calculated per cm. of path 
length being traveled as given below using eqn. (2.6):
Eq/2







+ 1 2y -1 (2.8)
The defined relativistic energy transfer differential 
cross-section above may. be given in terms of initial and final 












where, also defining T,
E q +IIIC E q
K = — — j - = - A  + 1 = T + 1 (2.10)
me me
Eq = initial kinetie energy of primary partiele 
W = kinetie energy of seattered partiele (primary partiele)
The eoeffieient term in front of the braekets ean be simpli-
2 2 4fied by using the relativistie equivalent of v /e and e =
2 2
(tg X me ) . After elearing the terms one ean obtain the 
following whieh is also reported in the literature:
da(EQ,W)^gl _ 2 (T+l)2 2K-1
(2.11)
This is the equation of differential inelastie seattering 
eross-seetion whieh will be used in the basie property ealeu- 
lations. It should be multiplied by eleetron number density 
to produee maeroseopie properties. The appropriate form of 
the differential energy transfer eross-seetion has been used 
by several authors in produeing transport results. In general, 
the total average energy loss per em. of path length being 
traveled ean be determined by summing up the energy loss eon- 
tributions due to soft eollisions and large energy transfer 
collisions. For electrons, this is given as
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( - r )dx ''col
4
2 n e  N
21
+ [1-g ) - l %^&n2 +
(2.12)
The energy transfer differential cross-section is, in 
general, given in terms of doubly differential form in energy 
and angle as represented below:
d^aCEQ,W,fig*«) doCE^.W) 6(nQ*n-f CEq ,W) )
dWdn dW 2if
(2.13)
where da(EQ,W)/dW given by eqn. (2.11).
For a given energy loss one can calculate the corresponding 
angular deflection by the following expressions, where f(Eg,W) 
is also defined as well.
f(EQ,W) = cos8% = d h
f(En,W) = COSBn = P£ =
■ W(EQ+2mc ) 
, Eo(W+2mc2)
1/2





for -y- > W
Here cos8  ^ > cos8% >
( 2 . 1 5 )
(2.16)
and 8j^ represents the angular deflection of highly energetic 
particle after collision, and 8  ^represents the angular deflec­
tion of less energetic particle after collision. By using the 
eqn. (2.11) the average properties such as "average energy" and 
"average angular deflection" of primary particle after all
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possible inelastic collisions will be covered in detail in 
Chapter (IV). These average properties are the fundamental 
parameters in constructing the squashed electron transport 
model (ANISN-CSDM).
Energy losses defined above are due to inelastic 
collisions which are governed by Miller cross-section. No 
energy loss is assumed in elastic collisions. Bethe’s theory 
has been reformulated by Rohrlich and Carlson (29) so that it 
is applicable to numerical calculations.
B. Techniques to Solve Electron Transport Problems
The techniques to solve the electron transport problems 
may be classified as
1. Analytical Methods (28,36,37)
2. Numerical Deterministic Methods (35,38,39,40,41,42)
3. Monte Carlo Method (16,19,20,24,38,40,43)
4. Discrete Ordinates Methods (7,8,43,44,45,46)
A discussion of these methods follows. Of these,
Monte Carlo and Discrete Ordinates Methods will be discussed 
in detail because the transport results are produced by the 
latter, which is the developed scheme in this study, and will 
be compared with the results of the Monte Carlo Methods.
1. Analytical Methods
Most of the early works of electron transport were 
based on the extension of Bethe's stopping power theory. Some
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of them do not include energy losses in the calculation of 
spatial distributions and angular distributions of primary 
particles. Analytical methods were basically developed assum­
ing infinite uniform media. Therefore one could face great 
difficulties when the results of uniform media are applied to 
nonuniform media, such as difficulties at different material 
boundaries. Some of the analytical works are as follows:
The basic parameters which are necessary to formulate 
electron transport problems were discussed by Rohrlich and 
Carlson (29) . Energy losses by large energy transfer colli­
sions are defined to obtain numerical results. The other para­
meters, such as energy straggling is attributed to the statis­
tical nature of the collisional energy loss process, and the 
elastic scattering cross-section is given in terms of Mott 
formulation. One may note that elastic scattering and inelas­
tic scattering result in multiple scattering. Both of these 
collisions play a very significant role to produce electron 
transport results,
A general treatment of multiple elastic scattering of 
electrons was given by Goudsmit and Saunderson (23). The 
distribution of elastically scattered electrons, i.e., scatter­
ing probability, is given as a sum of the Legendre polynomials. 
This sum would be put into a form such that it represents the 
multiple elastic scattering distribution of electrons. One 
can then sample the mean scattering angle of a multiply
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scattered electron from the cumulative multiple scattering 
distribution. Spencer (36) has treated the electron transport 
by including combined effects of scattering and slowing down 
of electrons in the theory of electron penetration in an 
unbound uniform media. The electron flux can be obtained 
from the knowledge of spatial moments. Therefore, in Spencer’s 
solution procedure of electron transport equation, electron 
flux and source are first expanded into the Legendre polyno­
mials and then the resulting equation is transformed into a 
form where the spatial moment coefficients can be calculated 
by numerical integration. In addition, elastic scattering 
cross-section and deep penetration radiation transport pro­
blems are discussed as well.
The first theoretical study of obtaining the electron 
distribution function was made by Lewis (.47) . His treatment 
is based on the large angle multiple scattering in an infi­
nite uniform medium. Energy losses are calculated by the 
continuous slowing down model. The electron distribution 
function is expanded into spherical harmonics whose expansion 
coefficients can be determined exactly. The spatial distri­
bution and angular distribution of the electrons scattered 
are found using the expansion coefficients of the electron 
distribution function to calculate moments of spatial and 
angular distributions. A numerical procedure to calculate 
the moments is not given in his work.
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In a short review of the state-of-the-art of the 
basis of electron transport theory, calculations and re­
lated experiments were given by Zerby and Keller (16). In 
this review an attempt has been made to reflect the natural 
development of the electron transport calculations from the 
basic data and the fundamental transport theories. Their 
effort includes the sophisticated simple-geometry calcula­
tions as well as realistic complex geometry calculations.
The primary interactions which affect the transport of elec­
trons and model used in electron transport theory are exam­
ined. Also the work includes the summaries of electron 
transport computer codes for complex geometries where a brief 
description of their functions is given as well as the pit­
falls associated with the solution procedures stated.
2. Numerical Deterministic Methods
The phase space time evolution method and segments 
model method may be included in numerical deterministic 
methods. They both use the continuous slowing down model 
for energy loss and the modified Goudsmit-Saunderson multiple 
scattering distribution to obtain angular redistribution of 
electrons. The characteristics of phase space time evolution 
method and segments model methods may be defined as follows:
a. Phase space time evolution method 
In addition to the characteristics stated above it 
uses geometry and bookkeeping techniques similar to those
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used in Monte Carlo methods to obtain transport results such 
as energy deposition. Calculational procedure includes step- 
by-step following of an expanding wave in phase space, re­
cording all phase information in each time step. It is a 
deterministic method, i.e., calculational procedure does not 
include statistical variation. In includes time-dependence 
and results depend on choise of adequate spatial, angular and 
energy grids.
b. Segments model
It uses methods of moments, both spatial and angular, 
to produce transport results. It could be treated as the 
development of Spencer (36) and Lewis (47) concepts such that 
results are applicable in a finite medium. It is a determi­
nistic method and uses the continuous slowing do;m model to 
calculate energy losses. Angular deflection information is 
produced from the Goudsmit-Saunderson multiple scattering 
theory. It uses both spatial and directional moments to 
calculate electron flux. It is worth mentioning that the 
deterministic methods are produced from approximate solutions 
of analytical formulations. Therefore deterministic methods 
throw away some detailed information. It may be possible to 
keep some of the detailed information in Monte Carlo calcu­
lations at the expense of more computing time.
3. Monte Carlo Methods
A Monte Carlo method is, in general, a statistical
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method where the distribution characteristics of a particle 
population in a system are determined by sampling from approp­
riate theoretical or measured distributions. For example, in 
electron transport problems, angular deflections can be 
sampled from the Goudsmit-Saunderson distribution (23). 
Similarly, energy losses due to the cumulative effect of 
inelastic collisions can be chosen from the continuous slowing 
down approximation or sampled from a Landau distribution which 
is a convolution with a Gaussian (24,38). This method can 
be applied to analyze the geometrically complex assemblies 
(16).
One of the first applications of Monte Carlo methods to 
electron transport problems was done by Schneider and Cormak 
(39). They made use of Spencer and Attix (40) schématisation 
to overcome the difficulties associated with very small energy 
loss collisions (a very large number of collisions are re­
quired to reduce energy of an electron to a minimum), and 
large energy loss random numbers (which do not provide rep­
resentative samples of large energy losses). In this scheme, 
a "cutoff" energy is arbitrarily introduced into the model 
such that an electron collision which results in energy loss 
less than the "cutoff" energy is treated as if it loses its 
energy at a "continuous rate." The energy loss rate may be 
determined from an equation similar to eqn. (2.18). It is 
probable that some collisions can result in energy losses
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greater than "cutoff" energy. Such collisions are called 
"discrete collisions," and they result in the production of 
6-rays, i.e., secondary electron production. This event 
also results in the "skipping of energy regions" by the 
primary electron which produces the secondary electron. 
Hence, a primary electron which undergoes a catastrophic 
[discrete) collision jumps over a certain segment of the 
energy scale and reappears with a new initial energy. The 
magnitude of this new initial energy is determined from the 
knowledge of the initial energy of a primary electron just 
before the catastrophic collision and the energy imparted to 
the 6-ray. The magnitude of energy losses in such indivi­
dual catastrophic collisions can be as much as 1/2 E g ,  where 
Eg is the kinetic energy of the primary electron before the 
collision. It is worth mentioning as part of the electron 
transport theory that after an electron-electron collision 
the energetic electron is arbitrarily assumed to be the pri­
mary electron. This is physically not always true. It is 
probable that the target electron may acquire most of the 
kinetic energy of the incident electron and may become the 
most energetic electron after the collision. It is imposs­
ible for us to say which electron is the incident electron 
after they come out from an electron-electron collision 
because they are indistinguishable. This knowledge may not 
be needed to produce transport results, because after the
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collision one needs to know which electron has the highest 
kinetic energy, permitting it to penetrate further, or pro­
duce knock-ons (secondary particles). Therefore, after a 
close investigation of energy transfer from primary electron 
to target electron, one can see that the possible largest 
magnitude of energy transfer is Eg, in reality. But, emer­
gent electrons after a collision are indistinguishable, 
therefore one may prove that the maximum energy transfer to 
a 5-ray (less energetic emerging electron) is equal to 1/2 
Eg which is the theoretical limit.
The energy loss model discussed above which is based 
on an arbitrarily defined "cutoff" energy (threshold energy 
for 5-ray production) can be taken as the two-mechanism model 
of electron slowing down. The two-mechanism model of elec­
tron slowing down can be reduced to a simpler form by taking 
the limiting case of a very large threshold energy for 5-ray 
production. This representation suppresses the production 
of knock-on electrons. In this case all collisions can be 
said to be of the continuous rate type. This approximate 
model is called "the Continuous Slowing Down Model" (CSDM) , 
in which all energy losses are included in a "continuous" 
energy loss curve. The pictorial representation of this 
theoretical discussion may be given as in Figure (2.1).
The Continuous Slowing Down Model of the Monte Carlo 
(1) calculations may be discussed in terms of the technique
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two-mechanism energy loss model
E(electron energy)




continuous energy loss 






aE, = discrete energy loss at energy E,, which produces a 6-ray with energy aE
AEg = discrete energy loss at energy Eg, which produces a 6-ray with energy AEg 
Rg = actual rang 
Rj = false range
e at the initial energy E^
Figure (2.1): Energy loss models of electron.
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that it defines the states of transported particle in trans­
port medium.
The first scheme involves the selection of pathlengths. 
The pathlength is determined in such a way that the energy 
degradation of particle from one step to the next step is 
related to each other by a fixed factor k. Assuming E , Ç
® a
known then as Cg+2 may be calculated as




dEg-g = mean rate of energy loss per unit pathlength due to 
ionization collisions
k =
m = # steps required to reduce initial energy of primary 
particle by a factor of two without energy loss 
straggling.
This formulation is called logarithmic spacing procedure.
The energy losses between spatial steps is determined 
by the continuous slowing do;m approximation as given below:
■?g+l
i f  I «  = AE; = Eg - Eg+1 C2.18)
Sg
where Eg+i = kEg applies if logarithmic pathlength intervals 
are used. In the production of cross-section data the
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logarithmic spacing in energy reduction is used.
In certain transport problems, such as highly ener­
getic primary electron transport in high Z transport medium, 
the energy loss by photon production becomes significant.
In such a problem the energy loss between spatial steps 
should be obtained from a distribution in which ionization . 
and photon production energy losses are taken into account. 
Such a distribution was derived under the assumption that 
AEg/Eg << 1. The expression of distribution is given as a 
convolution of ionizational energy loss distribution Wj(AE) 
with the photon production loss [bremsstrahlung loss) distri­
bution W„(aE) as follows:
D
.AE
WIB (AEg) -■ WlCAEg-U)Wg (U)dU (2.19)
0
The second scheme involves the specification of energy 
steps of primary particle reached in the transport process.
It is possible to specify a set of preselected energies, such 
as: E(0),E(1),E(2),...,E(g), such that one may determine the 
following states of particle which may be represented schema­
tically as follows:





. fg-1 . ■ ^g • • fg+1 •
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The energy loss structure may be constructed either using 
logarithmic spacing or uniform spacing. Pathlengths may be 
evaluated using continuous slowing down approximation as 
follows:
fE(T
AÇg = Sg+i - ?g =
Eg+i
# 7  C2.20)
dÇ
In the continuous energy loss model, the assumption is made 
that a primary electron loses its energy continuously at a 
rate which is equal to average collisional energy loss. A 
primary electron passes through all energies below its inci­
dent energy. Energy loss is assumed to be deposited in the 
transport medium. Accurate electron transport results can 
only be obtained by including the transport of secondary 
electrons and bremsstrahlung photons. This is required be­
cause secondary particles can carry energy away from the 
spatial point where they are produced. Therefore, secondary 
particles have their own energy distribution in addition to 
primary particle energy distribution. Hence, if one wants 
to produce exact transport results he must take into account 
transport of secondary particles to produce true spatial dis­
tribution of energy deposition. One may conclude from this 
discussion that the continuous slowing down model of energy 
loss does not include the transport of secondary particles 
separately, but rather represents the smooth energy loss and
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discrete energy losses in an approximate way.
The continuous slowing down model discussed above is 
later introduced into the ETRAN Cl) computer code family by 
Berger [38], where this option is used to make comparisons 
with many older Monte Carlo program results. A large scale 
application of the probabilistic concepts into electron 
transport, photon transport problems have been done by 
Berger [3 8] and extended by Halbleib and Vandevender [2,3,4, 
5], where numerical computation is used as a means of putting 
the relevant multiple scattering theories into a logically 
consistent method. The characteristic concept of Berger's 
electron transport model is the "condensed random walk."
This concept may be made clear through the following dis­
cussion; The energy range through which an electron slows 
down is divided into a number of "steps." Each step may 
represent the cumulative effect of several interactions, and 
a step is then said to be approximated by a "condensed random 
walk." A step in the continuous slowing down model may be 
defined using eqn. [2.18] by assuming that the mean energy 
loss per unit path length remains constant over the speci­
fied pathlength. Then one can obtain, similar form of eqn. 
[2.20],
ASCg) = (2-21)
From eqn. [2.21] it is obvious that the incremental spatial 
displacements are linearly related to the incremental energy
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loss through stopping power, or vice versa. Probability of 
producing bremsstrahlung photons is very small, and not many 
photons are produced per spatial step. Therefore, indivi­
dual bremsstrahlung photons can be sampled from a distribution 
without using excess computer time. (If bremsstrahlung 
photons are simulated their transport will result in photo­
electric, Compton and pair production interactions. The 
choice of interaction is determined by further distribution 
sampling.) On the other hand, it is not practical to sample 
successive individual interactions of a primary electron with 
atoms and atomic electrons because primary electrons undergo 
many collisions in a small spatial displacement. Therefore, 
instead of sampling the individual collisions of a primary 
electron from a distribution, it is useful to group these 
numerous collisions, and represent them by an average "single 
collision." This single collision closely represents (i.e., 
takes into account) the combined effect of overall angular 
deflections and energy losses of a primary electron which 
makes many collisions in a short distance. Such a single 
collision is called a "condensed random walk." An electron 
track is compowed of several random walk "steps." Each 
electron track is broken down into many steps. CThey may 
also be called "segments.") This formulation, i.e., con­
densed random walk concept, is included in ETRAN (1) computer 
codes and is successfully applied to the practical solutions 
of the electron/photon transport problems. In this
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formulation, it is intended to reduce one-to-one simulation 
(analog simulation) of electron interactions by using seg­
ments. Selection of step sizes depends essentially on the 
energy loss model used in the calculational procedure. In 
general, a step size should be large enough so that computer 
requirements are not excessive. It should be small enough so 
that the analytical theories predicting the angle and energy 
changes during a condensed random walk are sufficiently 
accurate (41,42). The last requirement implies that step 
size should decrease as energy of primary electron decreases. 
That is, as an electron becomes less energetic its residual 
range becomes shorter. It eventually tends to approach zero 
when kinetic energy of electron vanishes.
An idealized pictorial representation of "condensed 
random walk model" for one-dimensional slab geometry, is 
given in Figure (2.2). In this representation, a low energy 
"cutoff" is defined, terminating the condensed random walk 
steps at a depth which sufficiently approximates the total 
range of incident electrons. In Figure (2.2), X(N) is the 
linear depth after N steps and Rq is the total range of 
incident electrons with energy E^.
The basic computer code which has been used in elec­
tron/photon transport problems is the ETRAN family of com­
puter codes. ETRAN is a Monte Carlo computer code system 


























Cl). It can compute the transport of electrons and photons 
through plane-parallel slab targets which have a finite 
thickness in one-dimension but are unbound in the other two 
dimensions. ETRAN18G, which version is currently used, can 
be employed to represent two-dimensional geometry by properly 
specifying the dimensions of nested cylinders. Material pro­
perties required by ETRAN18G are provided by the computer 
code DATAPAC(version 6) which reads its input data from a 
cross-section library called DATATAPE(version 2C). One can 
link all of these codes and cross-section libraries as given 
in Figure (2.3). The functions of the blocks in Figure (2.3) 
may be outlined as follows:
(i) DATATAPE which includes cross section data and 
other transport properties for materials with 
atomic numbers, Z=1,2,...,100.
(ii) DATAPAC reads its input data from DATATAPE then 
processes and expands these data, and puts them 
in tabular arrays. It also calculates stopping 
power with or without a specified cutoff energy 
for a single collisional energy loss. DATAPAC is 
a general program to prepare input information 
for electron transport problems for individual 
materials, compounds and mixtures.
(iii) ETRAN reads its input data from a file produced 













Figure (2.3): Block diagram to produce ETRAN18G output.
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particular geometry and options of the problem. It gener­
ates large sets of electron and photon histories by random 
sampling. It calculates transmission and reflection particle 
currents, energy deposition and particle fluxes.
The calculation models of ETRAN may be outlined as 
follows :
a. The continuous Slowing Down Model [CSDM):
In this model, energy losses greater than the "cutoff" 
energy are not treated separately. Collisional energy losses 
are based on information supplied by DATAPAC using Rohrlick 
and Carlson (22) formulation for collisional stopping power. 
The theory of this option is covered in detail in the pre­
vious paragraphs of this subsection.
b. Discrete Interactions Model (DIM):
In this model large energy loss interactions are 
treated separately from the "continuous" small loss inter­
actions. This is the two-mechanism model discussed earlier. 
The large energy losses in a step due to the cumulative 
effects of many inelastic collisions is sampled from a Landau 
(24) distribution. Energy loss in a step consists of two 
parts. In the first part, electron loses its energy accord­
ing to continuous slowing down model. Second part includes 
an energy loss due to a discrete interaction which is sampled 
from a distribution. The step is terminated after the dis­
crete interaction and after the electron moves into the next 
spatial interval. The total energy loss per step is the sum
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of energy losses due to continuous slowing down and discrete 
interaction which take place in a step. Discrete interaction 
does not result in change of spatial step but a significant 
energy degradation. Depending on the magnitude of total 
energy loss per step an electron can "skip" to lower energies 
without changing its spatial segment. It is assumed that 
each discrete interaction produces a 5-ray. In ETRAN the 
primary electron is unaffected by a knock-on "5-ray" electron 
production but energy losses and angular deflections due to 
a 5-ray production are approximately included in the primary 
electron loss sampling and multiple scattering distribution. 
Skipping to lower energies by an electron is determined by 
its final energy before it leaves the previous spatial step. 
Final energy is precisely determined from the knowledge of its 
energy at the beginning of step and total energy loss over 
the step. A detailed investigation of relevant subroutines 
to calculate energy losses shows that the energy group width 
is the sum of collision and bremsstrahlung energy losses in 
CSDM of ETRAN18G. . Therefore, group skipping of an electron 
is not possible in CSDM. This is a contrast to the discrete 
interactions model of ETRAN18G. That is the energy of elec­
tron is tested after each scattering in order to determine 
its next energy group. This idea may be represented mathe­
matically as follows:
One may define the final kinetic energy of primary
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electron after an electron-electron collision in energy 
group g, as follows:
Î£ = final kinetic energy of primary electron =
Tinlt. - Ae" ‘ -loss
where = total energy loss after an inelastic collision
Tinit. = primary electron initial energy before 
collision.
If 0 < < AEg+£, primary electron moves into the next
energy group.
tot
If AEg^l < AE^ogg < [AEg+2 + AEg+2)j primary electron skips
the next energy group and moves into (g+2)-nd 
energy group.
If (AEg+i + AEg+g] < AE^otg < (AEg+i + AEg+g), primary 
electron skips the first two energy groups after g-th energy 
group, and moves into (g+3)-rd energy group, where AE^'s rep­
resents the energy group width of the associated energy groups. 
This procedure shows how the primary electron is classified 
after an electron-electron collision in the discrete inter­
actions "hard collisions" model. Potential sources of error 
in Monte Carlo calculations may be discussed as follows:
Analog Monte Carlo calculations may produce exact 
results whereas it requires very long computer time. The only 
error associated with this scheme is statistical uncertainty 
in produced results. Condensed random walk Monte Carlo
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calculations provide approximate results. The continuous 
slowing down and multiple scattering theories result in 
systematic errors in calculations. In order to get low 
statistical error one needs relatively long computer time.
The statistical and systematic errors are the sources of 
errors in condensed random walk model calculations. Due to 
the fact that there exist some difficulties with the statis­
tical accuracy produced in Monte Carlo calculations, a diff­
erent calculational technique was developed by Bartine, et 
al.[6] which is a totally deterministic method applied to the 
solution of electron transport problems. This is the Discrete 
Ordinates Method (DOM) which was developed for neutron, photon 
transport. This method does not involve any Monte Carlo sta­
tistical approach. DOM uses balance methods in order to 
solve transport equation. It may possibly include systematic 
errors but no statistical errors at all. A detailed treat­
ment of the Discrete Ordinates method will be given in the 
next section.
4. Discrete Ordinates Method (DOM)
Discrete Ordinates method was first developed by 
Carlson (45) in 1955 to solve neutron and gamma-ray deep 
penetration transport problems. It has been used success­
fully to determine detailed distribution of radiation in one- 
or two-dimensional geometries although some difficulties were 
reported in two-dimensional geometries. The Discrete
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Ordinates Method uses numerical methods [finite difference) 
to solve approximately the particle transport equation. In 
this scheme, independent variables of steady-state transport 
equation are treated discretely. This method applies to the 
multigroup form of the transport equation to obtain practi­
cal results. Practically, the analytical solution of the 
Boltzmann linear transport equation is impossible due to the 
fact that the transport parameters, such as total macroscopic 
cross-section Z^[r,E,t) and the scattering cross-section 
Eg Cr ,E’-> E,^'•> n,t) are very much energy dependent. For this 
reason, one can think of breaking down the energy range into 
subintervals such that the particle flux could be treated 
nearly constant over each energy subinterval. One, then, can 
define average behavior of transport parameters for each 
energy segment AEg. The size of energy segments are not 
necessarily the same throughout the energy range of parti­
cles. These energy segments "energy subintervals" are 
called energy groups. They can be numbered from high to 
lower energies as shown in Figure [2.4). Solution strategy 
of the multigroup transport equation [will be discussed in 
Chapter [III)) goes as first solving the equations for the 
highest energy, energy group 1 , and then goes to second 
energy group, until the last energy group IGM is reached.
The basic idea of the Discrete Ordinates Method is to 
divide the angular variable into discrete directions and
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g+1 IGM
Maximum number of energy groups = IGM
Figure (2.4): Multigroup representation of energy variable E.
Eg = maximum energy of the transport particle.
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define "quadratic weights" which correspond to solid angles 
around these discrete directions. Then, one can treat 
separately the transport of particles for each of these 
directions and solve for the associated angular flux. More 
theoretical discussion of method and derivation of numerical 
equations from the integro-differential form of transport 
equation will be given in the next Chapter (III).
Bartine's investigation (6) is generally limited to 
electron energies below 10.0 Mev in aluminum because of his 
specific concern for shielding of space systems. The dis­
crete ordinates computer code that Bartine employed to trans­
port electrons is called ANISN. ANISN can be used, by pro­
perly defining production cross sections, to calculate the 
production of secondary particles during the transport of 
electrons (similar to n,y coupled transport case). These 
secondary particles (electrons and bremsstrahlung photons) 
can be included in the transport calculation. While there 
is no limit to the production of additional electrons and 
photons in the code (even from secondary, tertiary, etc. 
electrons), the production of secondary particles (electrons 
andpositrons from photons) may be calculated directly.
Bartine's work employed this capability of ANISN but 
revised the code slightly for convenience in defining trans­
port cross sections. A term was added to the transport 
equation in the code to account for small energy loss
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interactions by electrons in which no angle change are 
assumed at all. Large energy losses are given in the group 
skipping formulation of electron transport. That is, elec­
tron transfer from an energy group to any other low energy 
group is determined by integrating the differential Moller 
energy transfer cross-section over the initial and final 
energy groups, and averaging over the initial energy group 
width. The angular redistribution of energy loss collisions 
has been expressed by expanding the cross-sections in (LMAX+l)- 
term Legendre series in y, where y is the cosine of deflec­
tion angle. The basis of approximation on the inelastic cross- 
sections is not clear.
The key to the application of the discrete ordinates 
method to electron transport problems is the production of 
appropriate macroscopic cross-sections. The other electron 
interactions of importance in transport calculations are the 
"elastic" collisions that they make with nuclei. These do not 
change electron energy appreciably, but change their direc­
tion. For elastic collisions the energy loss is negligible 
compared to group width. Electrons remain in the same energy 
group after the collision. This is called "in-group scatter­
ing." These are accounted for, by Bartine (6), in the cross- 
section, but with an approximation.
The collisions which produce."the small angle changes" 
occur most frequently, and these are removed from the cross
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sections by introducing an approximation called the 6-function 
correction (such correction is called "extended transport 
correction" in general). The effect of the 6-function correc­
tion may be explained as follows: In group scattering cross-
sections are highly forward peaked. Therefore, they can be 
approximated by a few term (say 1^^^ = 25) Legendre series 
plus a delta function, where the delta function can be expan­
ded into a Legendre series also. Bartine uses the properties 
of delta function and the Legendre polynomials to determine 
the few-term expansion coefficients which exclude the effect 
of in-group scattering collisions from cross-sections. The 
value of this correction can be very large. For example: 
the first cross-section expansion coefficient (i.e., Pq term 
of Zgg^^), can be about 10  ^before correction, and 10  ^ after 
the 6-function correction. This large correction results 
from the dominance of forward scattering on in-group scatter­
ing. It is desired to have a small Pn term (i.e..
Egg g Physical cross-section) because convergence depends on 
the magnitude of the in-group scattering cross-section and a 
small value results in reduced computer time. Derivation of 
the 6-function correction is included in Chapter (IV).
Bartine, et al., results are in good agreement for 
low Z (Z=atomic number) transport materials but poor results 
are observed in high Z transport medium. It is not clearly 
known yet why their results are poor for high Z transport 
materials, but recently a recommendation was made by Ligou (9)
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to explain the discrepancies observed between experimental 
data and Bartine’s ANISN results. The suggestion made by 
Ligou may be outlined as follows: Energy losses of charged
particles may be classified as (i) large energy transfers,
(ii) small energy transfers (also called continuous slowing 
down). This is a quite arbitrary classification and the 
angular deflection in small energy transfers is relatively 
small compared to large energy transfer collisions. If both 
of these energy losses had been represented together then many 
terms would have been required in the Legendre expansion of 
the differential energy loss cross-section. This must be 
avoided because it requires large input cross-section matrices 
and more computing time. This difficulty may be removed by 
breaking the energy transfer operator into two parts in the 
Boltzmann transport equation according to the energy loss 
classification defined above. In the final form, small 
energy transfer is expressed as a deflection operator to 
account for small angle change and a continuous slowing-down 
term to account for small energy loss. The elimination of 
the small energy loss as a cross-section from the transport 
equation also removes the difficulty of very large cross- 
sections values which lead to numerical convergence diffi­
culties. At the time this suggestion was made (1979) no code 
had been written to include deflection operator term in the 
Boltzmann transport equation.
Another example of an application of the discrete
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ordinates method, which is briefly mentioned earlier, is its 
use in sputtering problems (i.e., ions are incident on the 
inner wall of a controlled thermonuclear reactor) reported 
by Hoffman (11). He reported that neutran/photon transport 
computer codes such as ANISN or DOT can be used in obtaining 
solution of charged particle transport problems by modifying 
multigroup cross-section representations.
The accuracy of the developed electron transport model, 
ANISN-CSDM, will be tested by the standard ANISN computer 
code. A survey of the basic concepts of the discrete ordi­
nates method and the representation of anisotropic scattering 
in the general formulation will be discussed in the next 
chapter. In addition, multigroup form of one-dimensional slab 
geometry discrete ordinates transport equation will be ex­
plained using the general expression. The mathematical deri­
vations given in the next chapter can also be found elsewhere 
(45,53,54).
CHAPTER III
DISCRETE ORDINATES APPROXIMATION TO TRANSPORT EQUATION 
AND THE ELECTRON TRANSPORT EQUATION
A. Discussion of Some Basic Discrete Ordinates Concepts
The classification of the methods of solution of the 
Boltzmann Transport equation may be made as follows:
(i) approximate analytical methods (ordinary diff­
usion theory, variational methods, perturbation 
methods, etc.)
(ii) approximate numerical methods (discrete ordinates 
method, finite element method, etc.) (6,7,8,9,12, 
54,54)
(iii) Monte Carlo statistical approach (48,49).
The discrete ordinates method (DOM) is one of the 
approximate numerical schemes to solve the particle transport 
equation. The solution procedure of this method to the trans­
port equation requires integration over the angular variable 
U. The basis of this integration necessitates partitioning 
of the continuous variable u into a set of discrete direc-' 
tions so that the integral in transport equation can be re- . 
placed by an approximate sum. Angular fluxes are related
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to each other by a linear interpolation between discrete 
directions and spatial points.
The discrete Ordinates Method is a frequently used 
method for the solution of neutron transport equation where 
the results obtained agree with exact solutions within ex­
pected error limits. In general, the objective of any pro­
posed solution scheme to the transport equation is to 
determine the particle distribution function [time dependent 
angular flux) <j>Cr,E,^ ,t) associated with the basic assumptions 
of the model. The following assumptions are considered in 
the formulation of the transport equations in general:
(i) no energy change or directional change occurs 
between interactions,
[ii) statistical fluctuations can be neglected because 
of large number of particles considered,
[iii) no change in material property due to particle 
interactions.
In a most general geometry, the particle distribution 
function [angular flux)  ^ is a function of three position 
variables represented by r[x,y,z), two angular variables de­
noted by S^ (0,ii)), the energy of the particle E, and the time 
t. In this theoretical discussion, only one-dimensional 
plane geometry is considered because this geometry is ade­
quate to compare with other available results. In one-dimen­
sional geometry, the distribution function $(f,E,0 ,t) becomes 
a function of position variable x, angular variable variable
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y, energy E and time t; where y = n .0' = cos 9 . The vectors 
n and JÎ' are the unit vectors representing the direction of 
particle before and after the interaction with target. The 
basic idea in the discrete ordinates method is to break 
down the angular variable into a finite number of discrete 
directions. One can then rewrite the particle transport 
equation for each of these discrete directions. The particle 
transfer between the discrete directions is included in the 
formulation through coupling terms. The application of dis­
crete ordinates to transport theory was first initiated by 
G. C. Wick [50) in 1943. Then S. Chandrasekhar developed 
the idea extensively [51,52).
The discrete ordinates method called method was 
constructed by Carlson [45,53) in 1953. The characteristic 
assumption of the method is that the form of angular flux 
is produced through straight lines between interpolation 
points of angular and spatial variables. For example, in 
one-dimensional plane geometry a linear variation of the 
directional flux is assumed in between [x^,y^ pairs. The 
discrete ordinates technique solution to the transport 
equation, in general, requires integration over the angular 
variable using a numerical quadrature formula. In this 
technique it is necessary to specify a set of discrete 
directions, Pj, and the corresponding weights, Wj. These 
quadrature parameters, [Pj,Wj), are given in tables in the 
literature [12,44,45,46). The discrete directions may be
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visualized by a set of points on a unit sphere whose origin 
is located at r(x,y,z). One should note that the sum of 
weights must be equal to the area of a unit sphere as given 
below:
N
0I w- = 1, 
:=i :
If directions and weights are chosen symmetric about P = 0, 
then it can be expressed as
P j =-PN+i-j and,
""j " *N+l-j , j = 1,2,3,...,N
Since the integral in the transport equation is always posi­
tive then it may be observed that w^ > 0 for all j values.
For ANISN calculations, a set of symmetric quadrature data 
sets satisfying various moment conditions were.developed 
and tabulated. Further details and applications of these 
quadrature data sets may be found in the literature [62].
It must be noted that for highly anisotropic scatter­
ing cases one may use nonsymmetrical quadrature sets to 
provide more discrete directions along a certain orientation 
for the accurate representation of scattering. Further 
details of the discrete ordinates method and the historical 
development can be found elsewhere (45,54).
By using the discrete directions concept the transport 
definitions of some typical quantities such as total particle 
flux, particle current in three-dimensional geometry may be 
defined as follows (54):
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ij) (r, ^ ^  dîî —  ^ Wj (j) (r jfs j ) j  (3.2)
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It may be seen that both quantities are derived from the 
particle angular flux, (pCr, )^ .
The discrete ordinates idea is employed in the design 
of several neutral particle production computer codes such as 
DTF-IVCLASL), ANISN-ORNL, ONETRAN-LASL, DOT^ORNL, TWOTRAN-LASL, 
TRIDENT-LASL, etc. These are fairly flexible user-oriented 
production computer codes which are widely used as research 
tools in neutral particle transport analyses and could be 
used as well to produce charged particle transport results.
The discrete ordinates method has been further developed 
for neutrons/photons for which the phrase "neutral particle" 
is appropriate. The method is, in general, applicable also 
to "charged particles" which represent particles that carry 
at least one electronic charge, such as electron, positron, 
proton, deuteron, fission fragments, etc.
The behavior of a primary particle in a collision 
process is governed by the. differential scattering cross- 
section. This cross-section specifies if the collision is 
an isotropic or anisotropic. The isotropic scattering im­
plies that the scattering cross-section. Eg, is independent 
of direction variable 0 in the laboratory system of collisions.
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In fact, the scattering cross-sections are mostly aniso­
tropic. If scattering is isotropic then the contribution
to <l)j C=({)Cx,Pj)) is the same for all (j)j , the appropriate frac­
tion of the scattering from all other 4y's. If scattering 
is anisotropic then the scattering probability depends on 
the function f(Wj," This is called the scattering
probability function.
The stationary form of multigroup discrete ordinates 
representation of the electron transport equation may be 
given as follows
IGM
Cr,H) + ? (|)aCr,^ ) = I S_,.p(r,0) + Qffi)
« tg 5 g'=l g g
C3.3)
where Qgfc) = external source. The scattering source term 
may be represented, in general, as
= lyWj, ZgCg'-"g, Oj'* Oj)* ,
(3u4)
In equations 03.3,3.4), it may be identified that Z is the
g
collision probability per unit pathlength traveled for par­
ticles at r moving in direction Oj with the associated group 
velocity. The scattering cross-section Zg(g'+g, Gu,+ Oj) is 
the transfer probability from energy group g' into g and 
from direction , into Oj per unit path length traveled.
The weight Wj, is the quadrature weight representing the 
discrete small solid angle element about on the unit sphere.
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If scattering is highly forward peaked then the con­
tribution to from all other
depends on the angle between initial direction Pj, and final 
direction pj. Anisotropic scattering cross’Sections are 
often expanded in terms of Legendre polynomials as follows 
[in one-dimensional geometry)
Es CXjEq .p ) " Î ^ ^ C3.6)
The coefficients, j; are evaluated from angular cross-
- J ^
section data by
T g ^ ^ C X j E g )  = 2 tt Is ,y ' )Pjj (p ' ) dy ' ,
-1 & = 0,1,2,...,LMAX
C3.7)
The form of scattering cross-section given above is conven­
ient for numerical solutions of the transport equation. So 
far no scheme has been developed in applying DOM to deep 
penetration electron transport. As discussed earlier, 
Bartine (6)' and Hoffman (7.) succeeded in limited applica­
tions for electrons and light ions respectively. Ligou (9) 
suggested a model which would improve the angular dependence 
details from approximations of earlier work through incor­
poration of a deflection operator for highly forward peaked 
very small energy loss collisions. It may be stated, in 
general, that angular deflections take place both in-group 
and down-scattering collisions. For in-group scattering 
collisions in which energy losses are neglected, the direc­
tional changes may be visualized as a cumulative effect of
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numerous small angle deflections. These interactions are 
generally called "elastic collisions." The slowing-down of 
electrons occur by down-scattering where there exists a 
significant energy degradation. These interactions are 
called "inelastic collisions." Angular deflections in 
inelastic collisions may be defined through energy-^angle 
relationship. A sum of these cross-sections is expected to 
be a good approximate representation of electron total 
cross-section, This decoupled approximate representation 
of total cross-section is included in ETRAN family of com­
puter codes (8). It may be noted that no separate angle 
change is assumed for inelastic collisions in ETRAN calcu- 
lational models.
B. General Discrete Ordinates Representation of Transport 
Equation.
In the following paragraphs an attempt will be made to 
formulate the general discrete ordinates representation of 
transport equation and then reduce it into one ■‘dimensional 
slab geometry case where both energy and spatial meshes will 
be included. A steady state form of transport equation in 
three-dimensional space may be given as follows:
f 00
dO'Zs CE'-»-E,n'+n]*Cr,E' + S(r,E,o)dE "S
C3.8)
The angular flux in spherical harmonics may be expanded as
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♦ C?.E,S) = ï *l ♦, Y. „CS) C3.9)
Z=0 m = - i ^
Similarly, expand the scattering cross-section in terms of 
Legendre polynomials as follows
. . L
&=o
Z3 aCE'+E) P.(n'4] (3.10)
Using the addition theorem of spherical harmonics, i.e..
P^CS'-P)=Pi,(Vo) = I C l ^ )  Y* C5') Y ® .  (3.11)
m=-&




J ^ C ^ )  1,,,(E'-.E) Y;_^C%.)Y^_,(%
(3.12)
which can be reduced into
ZgCE'H.E,i^.'4) = % r  Z ,(E'-^ E) Y* ^(H) (3.13)
s A=0 m=-£
Using the definitions given above one can reduce the general




dE' aS' I *1 Z, ,(E'+E)Y%^m (O')Yt.m(Ô)
&=0 m=-& i
& , ‘ ü, ' 
*(f,E',&')+ S(f,E,n) (3.14)
For the moment consider one-speed transport equation. Then 
one may bring equation (3.14) into the form as given below:
L 4.
n-7* Cr,fi) + Z *(r,&)= I I Z , Y, ^(0) 
 ^ &=0 m=-&
*(r,0') + S(r,0) (3.15)
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where Y* ^ is the complex conjugate of which is
defined as
= C 3 . 1 6 )
The algorithm to solve equation C3.15) requires the selec­
tion of a set of MM discrete directions m = 1,2,3,...,MM 
CMM=ISN+1, ISN=order of angular quadrature of problem being 
investigated). Then the corresponsing angular quadrature 
weights w^, m = 1,2,3,.,.,MM needs to be defined; where 
numerical integration is performed over angle. Now include 
these definitions into equation (3.15) to write
4- LMAX +a
Xi— i. n— X/
X *(r,Q') + SCr,S^) (3.17)
The determination of integral term in equation (3.17) may be 
achieved through preassigned set of discrete directions and 
angular quadrature weights, be evaluated as
follows :
-> * -> -4- ISN+1 *
dSYj m K r . a ) -  I <Kr,aJ (3.18)
m=l
One can insert equation (3.18) into equation (3.17) to write 
equation (3.15) in discrete directions as follows:
LMAX +& ^ ISN+1 . ^
J l  J - i  j ,  "m * SCr,a^)C3.19)
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where, LMAX = ISCT+ 1= [maximum order of scatter in any zone) 
+1. In order to obtain an algebraic system of equations for 
the angular fluxes at the local points it is required to 
introduce discrete spatial mesh and and explicit finite 
difference representations of derivatives appear in equation 
[3.19). After that,equation [3.19) can be reduced into a 
matrix equation form, which is solvable by computer, as given 
below in its general form:
^l^(^i'^m) AgOCri.&m) + S[rj^,^) [3.20)
where,
A^ and A^ represent coefficient matrices. The matrix "A^" 
may be treated as a discretized streaming-collision term, and 
"Ag" as a discretized form of inscatter term. S[r^, S2^ ) may 
be called directional source term. The shell source is the 
form of source used in this study. It requires source 
strength specification of each energy group for all possible 
preselected discrete directions in appropriate spatial in­
tervals. A normal source on slab face is assumed in produc­
ing the transport results in this work.
C. Simple Geometry Cases
1. One-Dimensional Plane Slab Geometry
For this particular application of equation (3.19)
the integral of equation [3.15) becomes
3. +1.
dn' Y* a CS’)ij;[r,fi’) = [^|~) x 2m dy' P%[y')^[x,y')
[3.21)
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for one spatial dimension. Legendre polynomials can be seen to 
replace the spherical harmonics in one-dimensional problems, 
[to verify equation (3,21) one may use the definitions of 
spherical harmonics and the associated Legendre polynomials 
(14,17)). Observe that the particle flux becomes a function 
of x,u in one-dimensional geometry as given by the transfor­
mation in equation (3.21). The integral term in equation 
(3.21) can be approximated by a numerical quadrature formula 
as follows:
ISN+1
dy' ?&(%')t(x,y') = I WmPt(y^)*(x,y'm) (3.22)
T m=l-1
Now one may combine equations (3.19, 3.21, 3.22) to obtain 
the one-dimensional slab geometry discrete ordinates form 
of the transport equation as given below:
d K x y V j  LMAX+1 ISN+1
(3.23)
which may be reduced into the following form: 
d*(x,y.) LMAX+1 ISN+1 oj.-i
X  Wj'4(x, P j ' )  + S ( x , P j )  (3.24)
Equation (3.24) is called the in-group transport equation;
i.e., the one-speed transport equation. In equation (3.24) 
j' represents an inner loop over all initial directions to
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make a contribution to the angular flux at the direction of 
]jj which also represents the final direction. This is done 
for each I, the Legendre polynomial expansion order, £=1,2,3, 
...,LMAX.
2. Multigroup Form of One-Dimensional Slab Geometry 
Discrete Ordinates Transport Equation 
A more general form of steady-state particle transport 
equation in plane geometry with anisotropic scattering may 
be given as
U + e^Cx ,E)(|)Cx ,E,u) =
r “  r ■ >dE' da' 2gCx,E'->E,a'^ n)*Cx,E',p) + S(x,E,p)
0 C3.25)
where flux cj)(x,E,y) satisfies appropriate boundary condi: 
tions on both sides of the slab and
E^Cx,E) = 2g(x,E) + E^Cx,E) = EgCx,E);
i.e., ZgCx.E) = 0 and, Zg(x,E) = ZgCx,E^D) + ZgCx,E'+E)
for electron transport problems. In order to solve equation 
(3.25) one needs to define the anisotropic scattering cross- 
section. For example, it can be expanded in terms of the 
scattering angle cosine pq = a'*a as
EgCx,E'->E,a'*a)= J  C ^ )  Eg^^Cx,E'^E) P^Cpq) (3.26)
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where the Legendre polynomials expansion coefficients  ^
Cx,E'->E) are given as
f+1
Zs^%(x,E'+E) = Znj^dp'o ZgCx,E'+E,p'o) P^CpJ)- (3.27)
In order to prove equation [3.27) one may use the orthogon­
ality properties of Legendre polynomials in equation (3.26).
Now one may substitute equation (3.26) into the trans­
fer term of equation (3.25); i.e., the double-integral term, 
to obtain the collision source term as
Si = dE'  f dO' I  ( x , E ' + E )  P (p ) * ( x , E ' , p ' )J J £=0 4 IT s,2  ^ u
( 3 . 2 8 )
The addition theorem of Legendre polynomials, which will be 
used in equation (3.28), given as
PjiCPo) = Pjl(y)PilCy’ ) + 2 f  { l ^ p j ' ( u )  P^(y')  cosm(i| ,-*')
(3.29)
where ip, jp'are the azimuthal angles and y , y' are the 
direction cosines. P^ (y) are associated legendre polyno- 
mials (see Appendix), i'2' and 0 are the directions of 
particle before and after scattering and are specified by 
azimuthal angles and direction cosines. Insert equation
(3.29) into equation (3.28) and integrate over p^' and y'. 
One can show that the terms containing cosm (t(j- ip') vanish 





dE du' I ,Cx.B'»e)PjCu5P^Cu'J*Cx,E',u')
° (3.30)
It may be rearranged to obtain
oo CO +1
“3,.Si = ’dE' I P&Cu) Z, ,Cx,E'+E)f du'*[x,E',M')P^Cn')
(3,31)
The integral term in equation (3.31) can be evaluated approxi­
mately using a numerical quadrature formula. It gives
f+1 ISN+1
dp' P&(b%%(x,E',p') - I Wm f (Pm)*(x,E',nm) C3.32)
J-l m=l
Now insert equation (3.32) into equation (3.31) to write
collision source term as
ISN+1




S i ( x , E , u  ) = dE % ( i 2 p l ) P % ( U j ) 3 s , % ( % . E ' + E )  I V i C u „ )
A Ji—0 m— 1
where p^^s and Uj's indicate initial and final discrete 
directions of scattered particle. In practical applications 
the truncated expansion of Legendre polynomials are used 
instead of infinite expansion as in equation (3.33). There­
fore an approximate representation of collision source term 
may be given as
g LMAX+1 ISN+1
(3.34)
In order to perform the summation over H it is necessary to 
specify LMAX expansion coefficients. For LMAX = 0, problem
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reduces to the isotropic scattering case. By including 
the discretization idea into energy and spatial independent 
variables one can obtain the one-dimensional discrete 
ordinates form of equation (3.25) as given below. Here one 
may note that this formulation results in an entirely dis­
crete point representation of the transport equation which 
can be solved directly by standard numerical methods.
> Eg ,hj)




where i = 1,2,3,...,IM+1 (IM= number of spatial mesh inter­
vals), IGM = number of energy groups. Initial and final 
discrete directions are represented by the direction cosines 
Ujjj and Pj respectively. {Pj} and {w^} are the appropriate 
set of quadrature points and weights. One may observe that 
it is possible to obtain the simple geometry (one-dimen­
sional) transport equation either from the most general form 
of transport equation using proper transformations between 
spherical harmonics and Legendre polynomials, or by starting 
with one-dimensional transport equation and then expanding 
the scattering cross-section in terms of Legendre polynom­
ials. Equation (3.35) can be put into a compact form by 
defining an "effective source term" which represents the 
right hand side of equation (3.35) as given below:
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d(j)Cx ,E^,p.)
 2,1^ S^CXj^,Eg)(J>Cx^,Eg,yj) = Q(x^,Eg,Uj) (3.36)
The multigroup form of one-dimensional discrete ordinates 
equations, equation (3.35), are solved by iterating on the 
source term. In this study it is not intended to cover the 
solution procedure of equation (3.35) in detail. It gives 
a set of ordinary differential equations in x. Solution of 
equation (3.35) provides the values of angular fluxes along 
the discrete directions for each spatial mesh interval.
The one-group model, given by equation (3.24), clearly 
shows how elastic collisions ("in-group scattering") and 
inelastic collisions ("down scattering") appear in the one­
dimensional transport equation. The one-group model which 
is derived in this section clearly represents the "angular- 
dependent structure of the electron transport equation" that 
is employed in this study. The in-group scattering term, 
the first term on the right hand side of equation (3.24), 
indicates the contribution from all other discrete directions 
Pj, into a final direction Pj. No energy degradation occurs 
in the in-group scattering interactions, and these colli­
sions make the only contribution to the angular distribution 
of scattered electrons. The source term of the one-group 
model transport equation may be taken as a "sum" of the 
external source and the down scattering terms. The down 
scattering terms represent the contribution to the effective
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source term from all collisions which occur above the refer­
ence energy of the one-group model. The down scattering 
terms in general, represent energy and change. If no angle 
change is assumed the source term of equation (3.24) may be 
represented by a delta function notation as given below:
SCx,Pj) = S(x) 5 CUj-Wj,) (3.37)
The multigroup model of the transport equation in one­
dimensional space is given by equation (3.35). One may 
observe that the expansion coefficients of directional fluxes 
are energy dependent. That is, the coefficients, Eg 
Egt-^Eg) represent particle transfer from energy group g' to 
energy group g for each x^ .^ The coefficient for any order 2, 
can thus be distinguished as follows. For in-group scatter­
ing Eg = Eg,, for down scattering Eg,> Eg for a number of 
values of Eg,. One may observe that Eg) repre­
sents a contribution into final energy group g from all g' 
which are the higher energy groups with respect to final 
energy group g. Therefore one can consider the "sum" of the 
external source and the collision source terms as an "effec­
tive source" of final energy group g . Then the effective 
source term may be defined as follows:
^eff. ^j^ ~ ^ext.^^i’ ^g’ ^j^  ^^col. (3.38)
where
g LMAX+1 ISN+1 2 0+1
(|)(x^ ,Eg, ,Ujjj) . (3.39)
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which can be given in terms o£ in-group scattering and down 
scattering as follows:
LMAX+1 ISN+1  ^ ,
Scol= j ,  J ,
g-1 LMAX+1 ...I ISN+1
V  * J ,  ( 4 ^ )  J l
(3-40)
The first term on the right hand side of equation (3.40) 
represents the collision term in which energy group does not 
change but angle changes. Therefore it is the collision 
term which appears in the one-group electron transport equa­
tion. The second term on the right hand side of equation 
(3.40) represents the terms which result in energy change 
and are expressed as part of the "source term" in one-group 
transport equation, equation [3.24). Since angle change 
occurs in these terms, the down-scattering expansion coeff­
icients should be chosen to express the corresponding 
angular deflections. In fact, inelastic collisions are 
more forward than elastic collisions. In order to produce 
proper ANISN transport results some modifications may be 
needed in the formulation to generate energy loss expansion 
coefficients. For example, if there exists no significant 
angle deflection for a fraction of inelastic collisions then 
they would be removed from the angular part of energy trans­
fer cross-sections. Further details of the expansion
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coefficients generation algorithm for inelastic collisions 
will be covered in Chapter IV.
CHAPTER IV
THE THEORY OF THE CROSS-SECTION PRODUCTION
A. Introduction of the Average Energy Loss and the
Formulation of the Multigroup Energy Group Structure
The production of the total C^g ), in-group C^ -Cg"^ g))> 
and the group transfer (TgCg+g+1)) cross-sections will be 
introduced in this chapter. In this subsection definitions 
of the average properties of ANISN-CSDM electron transport 
model will be introduced. Also, analytical form of energy 
transfer differential cross-section and the normalized 
angular expansion coefficients of energy transfer cross- 
sections will be discussed. In addition, the construction 
of the multigroup structure of the electron transport model 
which has been developed on this study will be presented.
It is the property of the ANISN-CSDM that the particle 
is transported to the next lower energy group by one average 
inelastic collision. Therefore, this electron transport 
model may also be called the "one collision model." Simi­
larly, there has been defined one effective elastic collision 
which is equivalent to many in-group scatters. For this
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electron transport model, every particle loses the amount 
of energy necessary to reach the next lower energy group.
The magnitude of this energy loss is the average energy loss 
from inelastic collisions and may be expressed as follows:
<AWCE„)> = = E^ - C4.1)
where represents the average energy of the
scattered particles after having undergone all possible 
energy loss collisions at the initial energy Eg. The 
average energy of the scattered electron can be calculated 









Here H is the number density of electrons of the transport 
medium. It may be noted that the differential energy loss 
cross-section applies, provided that the target electron is 
a free electron. This cross-section tends to infinity at 
W = Eg which is not a physical case. The cross-section 
becomes manageable for a value of p which is about the mag­
nitude of mean ionization potential of transport medium.
In fact, a bound electron becomes a free electron if the
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energy imparted to it is equal to or greater than its ion­
ization potential. The magnitude of is defined
as the "average energy of the scattered particle," This 
quantity is one of the significant properties of the elec­
tron transport model which has been developed in this study. 
The <AWCEq ) >  which was defined by equation (4,1) represents 
the "average energy loss" of the primary particle. This 
can be determined using the result of equation (4.2) for a 
given initial energy E^. It should be noted that the 
average energy loss calculation takes into account those 
inelastic collisions where energy losses are greater than 
n. The minimum value of n may be set equal to I (ionization 
potential of the transport medium) in the process of pro­
ducing transport results. The differential energy transfer 
cross-section given by Bethe (21) in the Miller's approxi­
mation can be cast into the following form:
^^inel CEq jW)
dW = 2irrn^  X T+2 X
1 1
c f  f l-Ci-Èr) K
C4.3)
where
2 2 “13r^ = e /me = 2.818x10 cm = classical electron
radius




K = -G— ^  = T + 1 
me 6
Eq •- W = net energy loss in electron-electron 
collision
Eq = initial kinetic energy of the primary particle
W = kinetic energy of the scattered particle
This form of the energy transfer cross-section is approp­
riate for numerical calculations, and has been used in this 
study to produce associated transport properties. The 
average energy loss which was defined in equation (4.1) can 
be used to generate the energy group structure of the elec­
tron transport problem for ANISN-CSDM model.
In the evaluation of average energy loss a primary 
particle is permitted to make all possible inelastic colli­
sions in which the maximum energy loss is determined by the
theoretical limit, Eq/2. In other words, a primary particle 
is permitted to lose its initial energy up to Eq/2 in a 
single electron-electron collision. The probability of 
occurrence of large energy transfer collisions is relatively 
small. Electrons make rather small energy transfer colli­
sions in electron-electron interactions. In the ANISN-CSDM 
model of electron transport a primary particle is permitted 
to make only one average inelastic collision which results 
in the energy loss that is equal to average energy loss of 
a particle due to all inelastic collisions.
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Since the constructed energy group width is relatively 
small, it is possible to define the average properties of 
the electron transport model at the mean energies of 
established group structure. In addition to defining 
energy group structure by average energy loss, test calcu­
lations have shown that one may define a constant energy 
reduction factor which can determine the entire multigroup 
structure. For example, for 1.0 MeV electrons, average 
energy of the scattered particle may be used as an energy 
reduction factor. This factor may be used with DATAPAC6 
to produce multigroup data which can be revised to the form 
of elastic and inelastic cross-sections needed for discrete 
ordinates calculations. Using the mathematical energy loss 
model of DATAPAC6, one may obtain the following relationship 
between the number of steps required in reducing the energy 
of a primary particle by a factor of two.
where m is an integer and 
— ---------
This relationship indicates that the multigroup structure of 
DATAPAC6 may be reflected to ANISN•►CSDM calculations using 
the constant energy reduction factor, k. It may also be 
observed that the data produced by DATAPAC6 and CRXPC are in
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agreement in terms of the energy group structure for multi­
group electron transport calculations. Part of the mathe­
matical discussions given in this subsection and next sub­
section also applies to DATAPAC6 calculations. The expansion 
coefficients of the cross-sections which are responsible for 
the angular redistribution of "model elastic" and "model 
inelastic collisions" must be calculated for each energy 
group based on the average energy loss model defined above. 
This energy loss model will also be designated the "squashed 
collision electron transport model" in this study. This 
terminology means that all possible inelastic collisions 
are treated as if each loses the same amount of energy which 
is equal to model average energy loss. The magnitude of 
such energy losses is <AW(Eq)> in the squashed collision 
electron transport model, which has one unique value for a 
given upper bound in the integration over the final energies.
The squashed collision electron transport model app­
roximates all possible inelastic collisions by one average 
inelastic collision at the mean values of each energy group 
EQg), g = 1,2,3,...,IGM. This average inelastic collision 
produces the energy loss which is the average of all possible 
inelastic collisions at a given energy which result in energy 
loss equal to or greater than p. The inelastic single 
scattering law states that there exists a corresponding 
angular deflection associated with each of these inelastic 
collisions. The angle-energy relationship for inelastic
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collisions is given as follows for the initial energy 
C21) :
WhCASloss) ■
W X CEq + 2 m c  ) ]l/2
[ E g  X (W + 2 m c ^




Eq X CEq-W + 2mc 3
The subscripts h and & denote primary (high energy] and 
secondary (low energy] particles after electron-electron 
collisions. Eq and W are the kinetic energies of the pri­
mary particle before inelastic collision and after inelastic 
collision with = Eq - W = energy loss in a single
collision.
The developed electron transport model uses the ang­
ular expansion coefficients of cross-sections in transport 
calculations. It may be appropriate to introduce the second 
average property of the squashed collision electron trans­
port model. This is the "average angular deflection" of 
all possible individual deflections due to all individual 
inelastic collisions. This average angular deflection may 
be evaluated by the expression
/ - . . . A " ' . .
p.lowerC E q / 2]





Here one should note that if is derived
from the equivalent relationship of Mdller (equation 4.3), 
then its value goes to infinity as y goes to 1. For this 
reason a Ay must be removed from the range of integration 
to achieve a value of ^inel ^^ich is less than 1 .0.
This Ay corresponds to n in the energy domain.
The lower bound of y - integration may be determined 
using y^^AE^Qgg) expression, equation (4.5), at W=Eq/2.
This represents the maximum theoretical energy loss in elec- 
tron-electron collisions. If W = E g ,  then y^ = l,y^ = 0 ,  
because = 0 .  No energy loss results in no angular
deflection in inelastic collisions. The <y(Eg)>^^^^ may be 
interpreted as the average cose of all possible individual 
cose's of all inelastic collisions that can occur at energy 
E g .  It is a measure of the overall angular behavior of all 
inelastic collisions. It should be noted that the angular 
behavior of inelastic collisions is attached to group-trans­
fer cross-sections through energy dependent expansion coeff­
icients. The expansion coefficients are normalized to the 
inelastic scatter cross-section.
The explicit form of the Mpller differential energy 
transfer cross-section given by equation (4.3) may be 
expressed in terms of the initial kinetic energy of a pri­
mary particle and y = cos0 C 8 being the scattering angle of 
the scattered particle), by using the energy-angle relation­
ship (equation 4.5). From this one can deduce the angle-
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dependent differential energy loss cross-section
c— ? )  +  — T  3C — =— =- - - -
2li K 2p^C% -l)CT+2)
Cy^-DCT+2) ^ CTy^-T-2)^
X y (4.8)
The constants r^, K and T are the same as before. The equa­
tion (4.8) will be employed to generate the angular expansion 
coefficients of energy transfer cross-sections.
The multigroup structure of ANISN-CSDM electron trans­
port model has been constructed based on the approximation 
that the energy losses less than n are excluded from the 
average energy loss calculation of a primary particle. This 
means that the calculation of average energy loss which has 
been evaluated using the Miller cross-section requires the 
integration of cross-section up to Eg-p in final energy.
The magnitude of average energy loss, < A W ( E g ) > ,  in inelas­
tic collisions depends on the value of the upper bound of 
the integration variable, W. The removal of small energy 
losses from average energy loss calculations results in loss 
of energy deposition. This requires that the energy loss 
cross-section has to be slightly increased to compensate 
the neglected energy loss in energy conservation analysis. 
Magnitude of the average energy loss, < A W ( E g ) > ,  is a measure 
of fraction of inelastic collisions which has been excluded
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from the calculations. This means that if <aWCEq)> is 
very small, then the energy loss model includes most of 
the small energy transfer collisions which are highly for­
ward. In this situation energy transfer cross-section 
becomes fairly large. If <AWCEq)> is relatively large then 
it indicates that the energy loss model does not include 
very small energy transfer collisions. This results in 
small energy transfer cross-sections. The magnitude of 
energy losses which are excluded from the average energy 
loss calculation is relatively smaller than the <AW(Eq)>. 
These very small energy loss collisions could be called 
"inelastic ingroup scatters." This classification of small 
energy transfer collisions represents the degree of approx­
imation made on the energy transfer cross-section. Note 
that the energy losses associated with those small energy 
transfer collisions which do occur are retained in the 
total stopping power. In order to achieve a complete energy 
conservation in transport calculations it is necessary to 
define ANISN-CSDM cross-sections to take into account the 
exclusion of small energy transfer collisions from average 
energy loss calculations. This requires us to define 
"corrected cross-sections" in the cross-section matrix.
The corresponding exclusion of n in the process of gener­
ating the angular expansion coefficients of energy transfer 
cross-sections has been made as described below: The
angular deflections which correspond to small energy losses,
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whose magnitude is less than or equal to n, are removed 
from the calculation of angular expansion coefficients of 
energy transfer cross-sections. The neglected angular de­
flections are extremely forward, and it is necessary to 
apply this approximation to the expansion coefficients in 
reducing the size of cross-section matrices to a manageable 
level. These small energy transfer collisions are thus 
assumed not to occur, and therefore no angle change occurs. 
They keep their original direction at the initial energy. 
Since energy losses of a primary particle are completely 
modeled in ANISN-CSDM cross-section production, then no 
modification of the Boltzmann transport equation is necessary 
to get correct energy deposition. The correct energy deposi­
tion has been achieved by adjusting the cross-sections rather 
than adding term to the Boltzmann transport equation as 
Bartine et al. did.
As discussed in the theory, there is no hard and fast 
rule for drawing a line between soft collisions and hard 
collisions. It is generally agreed that the upper bound of 
small energy transfer collisions, n, should be large compared 
to the ionization potential, I(eV), of the transport medium. 
If the medium is a multimaterial transport medium, then the 
value of I should be equal to the ionization potential of 
the highest Z material. In the discrete ordinates method 
literature of electron transport, the upper bound of small 
energy transfer collisions is taken to be from q = I to
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1001 (6), where n was fixed for all energy groups. The 
results produced by Bartine et al, show that the angular 
distribution of transmitted electrons per MeV per incident 
electron becomes less forward for small n values. If the 
value of n becomes larger than the distribution becomes more 
forward (6). This happens due to the fact that no angle 
change is assumed for small energy transfer collisions, and 
such collisions occur more frequently as n increases (6).
An increase in p allows more forward-directed flow 
since the soft collisions are not deflected in Bartine et 
al. work. In ANISN-CSDM an increase in r\ permits forward 
directed flow in place of soft collisions but also increase 
the probability of hard collisions to conserve energy depo­
sitions. Since hard collisions have greater deflection, 
there may be an increased width of the peak of energy dis­
tribution of transmitted particles with greater n.
In this study the squashed electron transport model is 
based on a variable energy group width. The group width 
decreases as one proceeds to lower energies. For a typical 
case, the first energy group width is approximately 8 - 1 0  
times greater than the final energy group width. A variable 
n is introduced into the squashed collision electron trans­
port model rather than keeping it fixed for all energy groups, 
as was done by Bartine et al. (6). The magnitude of n may 
be related to the established group width. For example, one
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may wish to choose n to be a small fraction of the energy 
group width. The choice must be made in defining the group 
structure, since it is affected by the magnitude of n, as 
defined in equation (4.2). Therefore, the group width and 
n are interrelated. Test calculations have shown that if 
Eq-ti is close to Eq then n becomes a small fraction of the 
average energy loss which is equal to group width at Eg .
If Eg-n is not close to Eg then the ratio of group width to 
n becomes relatively large. The most detailed transport 
results can be produced by calculations using small n 
values. In the cases where the expansion order of elastic 
scattering cross-section could become large n would be 
chosen large enough so that the cross-section matrix size 
remains manageable. A parametric study on n has shown that 
the electron transport results which have been produced by 
ANISN-CSDM are essentially independent of the magnitude of 
n. Some change in angular distribution, as previously noted, 
is caused by the choice of p. More detailed discussions on 
the selection of n will be given in the next chapter. The 
relative size of n may be understood more clearly if one 
pictorially represents the squashed collision electron trans­
port model as shown below. Figure (4.1) represents all 
possible inelastic collisions that can occur at energy E^, 
where the average energy of scattered particles due to in­





Figure (4.1) Construction of the multigroup energy structure 
by average inelastic collisions. The Eg 
represents the mean energy of energy group g.
average energy of scattered particle, <W(Eg)>^^g^, from the 
corresponding energy scale, Figure (4.1), one can construct 
the associated multigroup structure of the squashed electron 
transport model. This procedure is valid, provided that 
this process can be repeated at the average energy of the 
scattered particles in order to determine the mean energy of 
the next energy group, etc. It is evident from the Figure
(4.1) that the choice of h affects the energy group structure 
and that the value of n is always less than the value of the 
mean energy loss.
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Angular distributions of scattered electrons is rep­
resented by the expansion of cross-sections in Legendre poly­
nomials as previously discussed. Normalized angular expan­








L = 1,2,3,...,LMAX 
and Pjnod = 1 - Ap, and the differential cross-section was 
given by equation (4.8). The value of Ap corresponds to n 
on the p-domain versus energy-angle relationship. Equation 
(4.9) may be obtained from the general expression of cross- 
section expansion into Legendre polynomials (equation (3.7)). 
The G(E(K),0) represents the physical inelastic scattering 
cross-section of energy group K since Pg(p) = 1. This is 
also known as the first unnormalized expansion coefficient 
of energy group K. The value of p^^^ in equation (4.9) may 
be determined using the angle-energy expression given earlier 
in this chapter. For a selected n> the final energies of 
the scattered particle fall in the domain of (Eg-n, Ep/2) . 
Therefore, the p^^^ can be obtained from equation (4.5) as
follows :
^mod =
ÇEq-h) X CEp+Zmc ) 




Eq = initial kinetic energy of primary particle [MeV)
2
2mc = 1.022 MeV.
In multigroup calculations the Eq must be replaced by the mean 
energy of the associated energy group. The n has been inter­
nally produced for each energy group, and thus one can gene­
rate the group dependent y ,CECK)3, K = 1,2,3,...,IGM. The
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production of the group dependent n, n[K), could be explained 
as follows: The average energy of the scattered particles
can be calculated for various p values. Then the size of the 
problem could be judged by equation (4.4), which determines 
the number of steps required to reduce initial energy by a 
factor of two. Thus the choice of p determines the number of 
energy groups between an initial high electron energy and a
low energy cutoff. In the numerical integration this has
been achieved by subtracting a few fine energy intervals from
the initial energy of the primary particle. If one applies
this rule consistently to the remainder of the energy groups,
then it can be seen that the ratio p(K)/AE(K) is essentially
constant. This means that a fixed fraction of inelastic
collisions is excluded from the calculation of the <WCE(IQ)>.
inel
in a regular manner. Here the AE(K) designates the energy
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group width of energy group K. It may be noted that a fixed 
number of energy intervals has been employed for each energy 
range of E(K)/2, which is the maximum theoretical energy loss 
in electron-electron collisions in energy group K. One may 
also note that the energy mesh size decreases as particles 
slow down to lower energies. This happens because E[K)/2 
becomes smaller as particles slow down from group to group. 
Test calculations have shown that if the values of nCK) which 
are generated as defined above are used in the average energy 
loss calculations for an arbitrary energy group K, they can 
produce the same energy group width, AECK), as calculated by 
DATAPAC6.
As stated earlier, the differential inelastic scattering 
cross-section, the Miller cross-section, used in multigroup 
Legendre polynomials expansion coefficients V[E[K),L), tends 
to infinity as p +1. In that case the number of terms in 
the Legendre series expansion needs to be infinity. This 
represents an absolute forward distribution. Such a case 
would require infinite computer storage and infinite computer 
time, and hence is not a possible engineering solution of the 
transport problem. This solution difficulty arises because 
the extremely forward scattering is being retained in the 
calculations. Therefore, there is a need for a convenient 
approximation to remove the effect of highly forward scatter­
ing from the calculations. We have seen that the most 
strongly forward of the scatters, for which the energy loss
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would be less than the ionization energy, do not occur in 
nature, even though predicted in the Miller formulation.
It is convenient, in terms of computing requirements to ex­
clude some collisions with energy loss greater than I so 
that the computed scattering is less forward than may really 
occur and allow some additional electrons to remain un­
scattered to compensate for this. This is the effect of n 
upon scattering angle as used in computing the Legendre 
coefficients for angular redistribution. The further use of 
n will be given in the next subsection in conjunction with 
the formulation of the macroscopic cross-sections for the use 
of ANISN-CSDM calculations.
The in-group and group transfer cross-sections are 
generated using the data produced by the DATAPAC6 computer 
code. Some of the data transferred to the Cross-Section 
Processing Code (CRXPC) are collisional and radiative stopping 
powers, multiple elastic scattering expansion coefficients, 
and point values of the energy group structure.
The expansion coefficients of the macroscopic elastic 
cross-sections, H[K,L), are generated by DATAPAC6. The cal- 
culational model of HCK,L) uses a multiple scattering approx­
imation to modify single-scatter angular distribution coeff­
icients. Since several elastic scatters may occur in a 
single spatial interval in this model, the wider angular 
distribution resulting from the multiple scattering approxi­
mation is used instead of that associated with a single
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scatter. If scattering is isotropic, a Legendre expansion 
formulation produces a single expansion coefficient, as 
expected, and it is equal to unity. If scattering behaves as 
a 6 -function [i.e., p = 1), a scattering cross-section may be 
represented as
aCEg E, P-^Pq) = oCEq E) <5Cu-l), C.4.11)
which results in an infinite set of expansion coefficients 
each of which is equal to unity. In these cases, no broad­
ening effect is observable for any expansion order and the 
single scatter and multiple scatter coefficients are identi­
cal. For all other cases, the multiple scatter coefficients 
predict a broadened distribution, as indicated by smaller 
values of high order coefficients. The mathematical details 
of this discussion may be obtained from the expression [16, 
23,36,56)
C TT
f[^)sin^ dip = I -) exp[-2vN
&=0
0(8,S) (1-P [cosQ)sin8d8dC)
X  Pj^ (cosip) sinip dip [4.12)
It should be noted that if o[8,5) = 0 everywhere except at 0 = 0°, 
where it tends to infinity, this represents scattering which 
behaves as a 6-function. Since (l-P%[cos8)) in equation (4.12) 
is zero when o(8,S) is non-zero for a 6-function and 0(8,5) is 
zero when (l-P^(cos8)) is non-zero, the exponential part of 
equation (4.12) is always unity for a 6-function. The f(ip)
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may be interpreted as a normalized probability that the pri­
mary particle will be deflected into the angular interval 
C^, + dip^. Here, the ip is the multiple scattering angle of
the primary particle. The oC8,S) = 0(9,Ç(E)) is a single 
elastic scattering cross-section, and enters into the multiple 
scattering distribution in the form of expansion coefficients 
representing the exponential part of equation (4.12). The 
energy dependence of this cross-section is represented by its 
dependence on the pathlength Ç through the continuous slowing 
down approximation. This may be expressed as
5 = C4.13)
t-
In equation (4.12) the multiple scattering expansion coeffi­
cients of Legendre polynomials may be identified as given 
below:  ^ ^
H(&) = exp(-2vN o(8,C) (l-P%Ccos9))sin8d8dC). (4.14)
0 0
Here N is the number of scattering atoms per cm^. The Ç is 
the pathlength being traveled by the primary particle. The 
angular distribution of multiply scattered particles after 
crossing a given material thickness, Ç, is not limited to 
small angle scatters (equation (4.12)). Originally, multiple 
scattering was formulated by Moliere (68) , and similar deriva­
tions were given by Bethe (68) as well. Both of their deri­
vations are based on a small angle approximation. That is,
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all scattering angles are small so that sin0 may be replaced 
by 9. The multiple scattering law derived by Gaudsmith-. 
Saunderson (23), as used here, is valid for any deflection 
angle 6.
The ETRAN family of codes employs the condensed random 
walk concept. In this method one representative interaction 
replaces several interactions and the scattered particle dis­
tribution is constructed using a multiple scattering approxi­
mation. The ANISN-CSDM has a similar transport structure. 
ANISN-CSDM employs equally probable elastic and inelastic 
collision. The elastic part results in angular deflections 
and the inelastic part involves both energy and angle changes. 
The angle change from an elastic scatter approximates the 
change from many actual elastic collisions and the inelastic 
scatter energy change transfers a particle from energy group g 
to g+1. In an inelastic collision the particle is subject to 
angle deflection associated with energy relationship. In 
order to maintain the angle-energy relationship consistency, 
group transfer cross-sections include inelastic scatter expan­
sion coefficients for each energy group. These are called 
multigroup group-transfer expansion coefficients for inelastic 
collisions and are produced using the general theory of cross- 
section expansion into the Legendre polynomials and the Mdller 
cross-section representation. Each entry in the expansion 
coefficients may be treated as an angular redistribution
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coefficient of Legendre polynomials.
There are two major developments in this study: (1)
the application of the condensed random walk model of ETRAN 
into the discrete ordinates method CDO^ ) > and (2) the form­
ulation of the inelastic cross-sections by the collisional 
average energy loss model. The latter development will be 
introduced in the next subsection of this chapter. These 
developments are tested in producing the electron transport 
results using ANISN-CSDM.
The application of the condensed random walk concept 
into the discrete ordinates method has been done for the first 
time in this study. The condensed random walk model was 
introduced in Chapter CH) in detail, and its pictorial rep­
resentation was given in Figure (2.2). From the previous 
discussions it may be seen that the application of the con­
densed random walk model into DOM allows relatively large 
spatial intervals with multiple scattering. The multiple 
scattering approximation replaces the detailed small interval 
calculations of Bartine et al. This approximation permits 
more efficient approximate calculations and makes the deep 
penetration radiation transport analyses possible within 
computer storage and time limitations. This deep penetra­
tion radiation transport analysis application of the multiple 
scattering approximation has been tested in this study. The 
produced transport results have shown that ANISN-CSDM of 
electron transport produces the experimental data better
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than the ETRAN18G models do. The comparison of ANISN-CSDM 
model of electron transport with the model of Bartine et 
al. indicates that Bartine was constrained to small inter­
vals by the mathematical limitation of a few scatters per 
spatial interval for good numerical approximations. It is 
relatively inefficient to produce deep radiation pénétra» 
tion transport results using Bartine's method. The ANISN- 
CSDM electron transport model completely removes this diff­
iculty because of the incorporation of the condensed random 
walk concept into the production of the cross-section 
matrices for ANISN calculations. The mathematical repres­
entation of the "one effective elastic collision model" 
will be developed further in subsection (C) of this chapter.
B. Modeling of the Inelastic Ingroup Scattering and the 
Squashed Collision Electron Transport Model
In the following paragraphs, standard expressions of 
total stopping power, collisional total energy loss cross- 
section, and average energy loss will be introduced. In 
addition, the relationship between total stopping power and 
energy loss cross-section will be given. Then these basic 
parameters will be redefined by excluding the extremely 
forward inelastic collisions in order to formulate the 
corrected macroscopic cross-sections used in the discrete 
ordinates method. The differential energy transfer cross- 
section, which will be used in the following expressions,
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was defined by equation [4.3).
The energy transferred to a bound atomic electron 
[target particle) from a primary particle has been classi­
fied based on the magnitudes of energy transferred to the 
target electron. From a theoretical point of view, energy 
loss mechanisms of charged particles to a target electron 
are essentially the same, but the analytical forms of the 
energy transfer differential cross-sections vary from one 
charged particle to another [30) . In this study the primary 
charged particle is assumed to be an electron, but the dis­
cussion of the theoretical concepts of energy loss mech­
anisms may apply to all charged particles in general. From 
previous discussions, the total collisional stopping power 
of inelastic collisions may be given as
iE 1° -I'inelCo'")
- ëë = N [Eq-W) X -------  dW [4.15)dx
Eq/2
d-CinelCEn/W)
Assuming the validity of -----^   from equation [4.3)
over the range of integration. The collisional total energy 







again assuming the validity of equation [4.3).
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By using the notations of equation C4.15) the collisional 









<AW(Eq)> = Eq - <W(Eq)>.^^^ for W < E q .
Here it has to be noted that the true integration in equa­
tions (4.IS) through (4.17) must be performed in two parts. 
The first part includes the energy losses which are less 
than or equal to n, where the integration should be carried 
out over the interval (Eg-n,Eg). The second part includes 
energy losses which are greater than n, where the integration 
should be carried out over the interval ( E q / 2, E g - n ) .  These 
were discussed in Chapter (II) in detail, where complete 
expressions for the energy losses for each part were also 
given. In the next paragraph it will become clear that 
ANISN-CSDM does not directly deal with the first part of 
the integration mentioned above. This part, rather, has 
been included in the transport calculations by a correction.
The energy loss collisions were classified into two
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groups, those which result in an energy loss less than n, 
and those which result in an energy loss greater than P.
The choice of the value of n was made somewhat arbitrarily. 
In ANISN-CSDM let us denote the upper bound of energy 
losses of small energy loss collisions by n. Those energy 
loss collisions which result in energy losses up to n are 
treated as "no collision" interactions in ANISN-CSDM. A 
primary particle is treated as remaining at its initial 
energy as long as its energy losses are less than the abri- 
trary n value. Since no energy change is assumed in such 
collisions, there will be no angle change, so that these 
collisions will retain their original angular direction. 
Therefore, a correction should be made on the cross-sections 
to account for the neglected small energy transfer inelas­
tic collisions. This correction will result in less in­
elastic scattering because small energy transfer collisions 
are being removed. The discussion given above essentially 
comprises the mathematical basis of the electron transport 
model which has been developed in this study.
The pictorial representation of the average energy 
losses with n = 0 and with p 7^ 0 may be shown in Figure
(4.2) and Figure (4.3), respectively. Earlier, it was men­
tioned that non-zero energy loss occurs if p  ^ 0. This is 
the basis of the multigroup formulation of the electron 
transport problem in the ANISN-CSDM. Figure (4.2) repre­
sents the case where p = 0, which cannot be used for
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for n=0, <aW(E.)> = 0
Figure (4.2): Energy loss of Inelastic collisions with n=G.
<AW(EJ> = E„ -<W(E 1>
Figure (4.3): Energy loss of inelastic collisions with nil
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calculations. Figure [4.3) represents the case where small 
energy transfer collisions [energy loss less than or equal 
to n) are excluded from inelastic collisions. Figure [4.3) 
also depicts "one average inelastic collision" which app­
roximates all possible inelastic collisions whose energy 
losses are greater than n. This energy loss model was 
called "the squashed collision electron transport model," 
where possible magnitudes of energy losses are in the domain 
of [ E q / 2 ,  Eq-ii) . The < W [ E q ) > ^  is the average energy of the 
scattered particle where energy losses greater than n are 












The equation (4.18) provides the basic knowledge to generate 
the multigroup energy structure of the ANISN-CSDM calcula­
tions for a given initial energy E^. Similarly, the average 
energy loss of the large energy transfer collisions [energy 










which may be rewritten as
<AWCE )> = E - <WCEJ>
U >ri U U >n
It may be noted that <AW(E_)> -+ 0 as n-»- 0.
u >Ti
Then one can relate this average energy loss, <AWCEq)>
>n
to be "restricted" (excluding small energy loss) collisional 






From equation (4.20) it can be seen that if <AW(E^)>^^ = 0,
which is the n = 0 case, then E ->- + » where 2 may be
>ri ^0
called the "restricted collisional macroscopic energy trans­
fer cross-section." This may be evaluated by
dW
dW (4.21)
The energy loss model which has been used to calculate the 
restricted collisional macroscopic cross-sections (equation 
(4.21)) does not provide complete energy conservation because
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it completely neglects the energy loss due to small energy 
transfer collisions. It does, however, correctly evaluate 
the mean energy loss and angular distribution of these res­
tricted collisions. The results of the test calculations 
of versus n are given in Table (4.1), and the data
is plotted in Figure (4.4). From the plotted data, it is 
observed that the rate of change of is relatively small 
for large r\ values, and it becomes fairly large at small n 
values. The value of tends to +™as n + +  0. A larger r\ 
value would result in small This may accomplish a
large energy loss per average inelastic collision, since 
large n value results in small cross-sections and therefore 
it means less scattering. Small cross-sections produce large 
spatial intervals which directly result in the reduction of 
the total number of energy groups for a particular transport 
case. The magnitude of n functions as a basic controlling 
parameter to determine the actual computing requirements of 
the problem which can be solved by ANISN-CSDM,
The best approximate collisional cross-section which 





where (- 4 ^ )  represents the total stopping power due
total
to soft ( <n ) and hard ( > n ) collisions. This formulation
TABLE (4.1)
R e s t r i c t e d  T o t a l  E n e r g y  T r a n s f e r  C r o s s - S e c t i o n
AW = O . O O S M e V AW = 0 . 0 0 2 M e V AW = O . O l M e V
n ( M e V ) % > n ( l / c m ) n  ( M e V ) 2 > r , ( l / c m ) n  ( M e V ) Z ^ ^ ( l / c m )
2 . 2 5 0 1 0 X  1 0 ' ^ 1 0 . 5 3 . 7 0 0  X 1 0 “ ^ 5 . 6 5 2 . 5 0  X l O " ^ 1 0 . 3 8 1
1 .  7 5 0 0 1 X  l O ' Z 1 4 . 1 8 2 . 5  X l O " ^ 8 . 7 3 5 1 . 5  X 1 0 ' ^ 2 0 . 3 1 9
1 . 2 5 0 1 0 X l O " ^ 2 1 . 3 5 1 . 9 0 0 X 1 0 " 3 1 1 . 8 2 4 5 . 0  X 1 0 " 3 1 1 0 . 2 5
7 . 5 0 1  X 1 0 " 3 4 1 . 3 0 9 . 0 0  X 1 0 ' 3 2 7 . 2 4 9 1 . 0  X 1 0 " ^
1 2
0 . 2 0 7 2 2  X 1 0
2 . 5 0 1  X 1 0 " ^ 2 2 1 . 4 5 . O x  1 0 ' 3 5 4 . 4 0 1
1 . 0  X 1 0 “ ^ 0 . 1 0 3 6 1 X  1 0 ^ ^
-  6
l . O x  1 0 0 . 3 7 9  X 1 0 ^ 2
H*O
w h e r e








O AW = 0.002 MeV120
e  aW = 0.005 MeV
10
^  aW = 0.01 MeV










0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07
Figure (4.4): The variation of the total energy transfer 
cross-section as a function of n-
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of the energy transfer cross-section represents the best 
collisional transport model in terms of energy conservation, 
if the energy loss by photon production is treated separ­
ately. Here it may be noted that the angular distribution 
of the hard collisions applies to these "corrected colli­
sional cross-sections" which are defined by equation (4.22). 
Thus the angular distribution due to the added effect of 
soft collisions is approximated by the angular distribution 
of hard collisions per unit of energy deposited. This approx­
imation results from using the expansion coefficients of 
equation (4.9) for all inelastic electron-electron scattering, 
In the production cross-section formulation of ANISN- 
CSDM (i.e., cross-sections which produce the electron trans­
port results), it is necessary to include all energy losses 
due to soft, hard and photon production (rediative) colli­
sions. This is the total energy loss model which will be 
used in ANISN-CSDM electron transport calculations to produce 
the transport results. One may note that the energy lost by 
photon production is negligible compared to the total colli­
sional energy loss in this study. The angular information 
which is included into these production cross-sections has 
been generated by using the equation (4.9) for each energy 
group. For a complete energy analysis, by using the total 
correct stopping power (the sum of total collisional and 
radiative) along with the collisional average energy loss, 
the macroscopic inelastic cross-sections, in general, may be
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here AE[g) = <AW[E-)> . Equation (4.23) means that the mac-
6 >n
roscopic cross-sections should be corrected because of the 
removal of very small energy loss and radiative collisions 
from the average energy loss calculations. This correction 
maintains the complete energy conservation by the correct 
stopping power, and increases the magnitudes of the macro­
scopic cross-sections. The increase in cross-sections is 
because of the contribution of small energy transfer and 
radiative collisions are being included into the correct 
total stopping power which has been used in equation (4.23). 
One may observe the following relationship by comparing equa­
tions (4. 21, 4.22, 4.23) :
< 2%°^ < ZsCS+g+1).
Here, one may note that the angular distribution due to the 
added effect soft and photon production collisions is approxi­
mated by the angular distribution of hard collisions. The 
angular distribution of hard collisions was defined by equa­
tion (4.9). In other words, the angular distribution of all 
energy loss collisions (the soft, hard, and photon production 
collisions) has been approximated by the angular distribution 
of the hard collisions in which energy losses are greater 
than p.
The energy loss formulation for one average inelastic
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collision assures energy conservation due to all inelastic 
and radiative collisions. The energy range considered here 
assumes that the hard collision energy loss dominates the 
total energy loss. The secondary electrons and photons are 
to have relatively low energies compared to the initial 
energy of the primary particle. Their transport has not been 
separately taken into account. They are assumed to deposit 
their energy in the spatial region where they are created. 
Thus it may be possible to formulate a consistent energy 
group structure in ANISN-CSDM and produce a consistent energy 
analysis. The macroscopic cross-sections which will be used 
in ANISN-CSDM calculations will be discussed in detail in the 
ANISN-CSDM terminology.
C. Formulation of the Macroscopic Cross-Sections Used 
in the ANISN-CSDM Calculations
The macroscopic cross-sections which are required for 
the ANISN input file are produced by using the particle flux 
conservation. The energy grid structure of the ANISN-CSDM of 
electron transport may be represented as shown in Figure 
C4.5). It has been assumed that the interactions take place 
at the mean energy of the energy groups g = 1,2,3,...,IGM.
The Eg can be defined as the mean energy loss due to inter­
actions occurring in energy group g. It is the property of 
this electron transport model that
= 0 for g = 1,2,3,..., IGM-1 and 0.
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> } 1 1
in
\ \
i l < V i
Eg = (mean energy loss of a particle in energy group interval g)
= I (Eg - Eg+c)
g^+1 " 2 ^^ g+1 g^+2^
Figure (4.5): Energy group structure representation of the electron
transport model (ANISN-CSDM).
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A non-zero absorption cross-section for the final energy 
group means that the particles are assumed to be removed 
from the final group by an absorption process. Therefore, 
all particles which can reach the final energy group are 
assumed to deposit all of their remaining energy. The magni­
tude of la,IGM can be relatively large, so that the energy 
deposition occurs promptly at g = IGM (IGM= total number of 
energy groups}.
From the previous discussions one may proceed as follows 
to formulate the macroscopic cross-sections which are employed 
in producing the electron transport results using ANISN-CSDM:
From the earlier discussions one may observe that there 
is "one effective elastic scatter" per spatial interval.
This one effective elastic collision represents several indi­
vidual elastic scatters which can occur in a single spatial 
interval. A set of successive individual elastic scatters 
results in wider angular distribution. This effect has been 
included in the cross-sections for one effective elastic 
collision by the use of multiple scattering expansion co­
efficients, H(F(g},&}. This wider angular distribution which 
results from the multiple scattering approximation is used in 
ANISN-CSDM instead of the narrower angular distribution asso­
ciated with an individual single scatter. The use of one 
effective elastic collision per spatial interval allows a 
large interval size whereas the use of single elastic scatters 
which have large cross-sections requires small intervals. In
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general, one may express the representative in-group [elas­
tic) cross-section which results in one collision per spatial 
interval as
EsCg-> g) = ^  C4.27)
for the energy group g. Here, the spatial interval size Ax^
is determined by the following equation:
Ax„ = - --1---- —  for energy group g. [4.28)
® ^sCg^ g+ 1)
This allows one spatial interval to be the distance assoc­
iated with the primary electron slowing down to the next 
lower energy group. In equation [4.28) Eg[g-»- g + 1) repre­
sents the group transfer [inelastic) cross-section of energy 
group g. This group transfer cross-section can be given as
% C- C4.29)
By comparing the equations [4.27, 4.28, 4,29) it may be seen 
that
EsCg^ g) = Es[g+ g + 1) [4.30)
Equation (4.30) shows the mathematical representation of the 
one-collision nature of the ANISN-CSDM electron transport 
model. Using the definitions of the elastic and inelastic 
cross-sections, then the total cross-section may be given by
= Zg[g')' g )  + ZgCg^g+1) [4.31)
where the in-group scattering and down scattering
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cross-sections are given by equations [4.27, 4.29) respec­
tively. For g = IGM the total cross-section should be modi­
fied as follows:
^t,IGM = ZgClGM+IGM) + [4.32)
The cross section will be discussed in following para­
graphs .
The cross-sections of ANISN-CSDM which are given by 
equations (4.27, 4.29) are attached to the angular information 
in the cross-section matrices as expressed below in their 
general form:
(i) in-group scattering cross-sections
(2&+1) X H(E(g),2) X Eg(g^g) (4.33)
(ii) down-scattering cross-sections
(2&+1) X V(E(g),&) X Z_(g-»g+l) (4.34)
for each energy group, with & = 1,2,3,.,.,LMAX. Here H(E(g),&) 
and V(E(g),&) are as previously defined. In equations (4.33, 
4.34) the & = 0 case corresponds to the physical in-group 
and group transfer cross-sections. As discussed earlier, one 
may note that:
H(E(g),&) = 1 for 2 = 0, and
V(E(g),2) = 1  for 2 = 0. (4.35)
The macroscopic energy absorption cross-section (the
activity cross-section) may be obtained from the following:
The total energy absorption rate, R^, of the energy group g 
may be expressed as
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R = 0 articles j X (- g  ) MeV/cm^.sec (4.36)
® * cm .sec g
where the total particle flux, 0^, is produced by ANISN per 
spatial interval for each energy group. It may be seen that 
the product 0^ x C“^ ) g  represents the energy deposition 
density per unit volume for the energy group g . Thus, one 
may observe that the total activity cross-section is given as
'activity,: ' ^  ■ C4.37)
Here, the (- ^ )  represents the total stopping power of the 
dx g
primary particle in transport medium.
A detailed analysis must be done for the final energy 
group cross-section calculations because the developed radia­
tion transport model requires complete absorption of particles 
in the final energy group. Particles which reach the lowest 
energy without leaking from the material, and do not leak 
while at that energy, must deposit all the remaining energy 
in that energy group because there exists no lower energy 
group into which particles can scatter and deposit the rest 
of their energy. The out-scatter in the last energy group 
should be zero because of the reasons stated above. There­
fore, the cross-sections of the final energy group, IGM, may 
be constructed according to the following procedure:
Define some arbitrarily large total cross-section,
for the final energy group IGM. By using equation (4.32)
one may write the total particle absorption cross-section
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of the final energy group as
Z a . I G M  = Z t . I G M  '  ^ s C I G M *  I GM)  ( 4 . 3 8 )
Here the is defined as large enough that the
assures complete absorption of particles which have arrived 
at the final energy group. A complete absorption of parti­
cles in the final energy group means that no particle out- 
scatters from the energy group IGM. Similarly, the activity 
cross-sections, the energy absorption cross-section, for g = 
IGM should be defined so that the code indicates that the 
particles which have arrived at the final energy group have 
deposited all of their remaining energy. This cross-section 
may be given as
^activity,IGM " t^t,IGM' EgCIGM^IGM)] x (4.39]
Here all of which must be deposited, is the average
total energy of the particles at g = IGM. The cross-sections 
which are constructed by equations [4.38, 4.39) meet the 
requirements of the final energy group in ANISN-CSDM model 
of electron transport.
The macroscopic cross-sections which have been des­
cribed in the previous paragraphs using the particle flux 
formulation will be used in the ANISN-CSDM calculations.
These cross-sections are based on the squashed collision 
electron and condensed random walk transport models. The 
production of these macroscopic cross-sections includes the 
use of correct total stopping power. In the theoretical
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discussion of the squashed collision model, it was necessary 
to define an average energy loss due to all inelastic colli­
sions. This means that in the calculations one has to 
specify an q value in calculating average energy loss at a 
given initial energy, Eg. This means that those inelastic 
collisions where energy losses are less than or equal to r\ 
are excluded from the average energy loss calculations. Such 
collisions are extremely low energy loss collisions with prac­
tically no angular changes occurring. In order to include the 
correct energy deposition of these low energy transfer colli­
sions in the macroscopic cross-sections it has been stated 
that the corrected macroscopic cross-sections should be used 
in the ANISN-CSDM calculations.
On the mathematical formulation of the macroscopic cross- 
sections one may conclude as follows: If one wants to use the
restricted total energy transfer cross-section, Z:>^CE(K)), 
with the multigroup energy structure, which is determined by 
<AW(B(K))>^^, one has to correct the energy group width to main­
tain complete energy deposition. It is not physically con­
sistent to use the group structure defined by excluding energy 
losses less than or equal to n along with the cross-
section as in equation (4.20). This is due to the fact that 
it completely neglects the energy contribution effect of small 
energy loss collisions on the total cross-sections. Hence it 
results in incomplete energy conservation.
The multigroup energy structure specified by <AW(E(K))>^^
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can be used with the total cross-sections which include small 
energy loss collisions and bremsstrahlung, as in equation 
(4.23). This combination of cross-sections and energy group 
structure will assure the conservation of energy deposited.
Choice of small r\ may improve transport results since 
more of the "hard" electron-electron collisions (energy losses 
> n) are included in the calculation of the angular distribu­
tion coefficients. The accuracy may be limited, however, by 
the use of the same distribution during bremsstrahlung photon 
production. A small p value may produce detailed transport 
results, but it requires many energy groups, large core stor­
age, and more computing time. It may not be necessary to use 
a very small p value to produce reasonably good physical re­
sults. A parametric study on p indicates that the transport 
results are somewhat independent of the selection of p. This 
makes ANISN-CSDM model economical and user-oriented. This 
will be discussed later in detail.
A general block diagram for producing the ANISN-CSDM 
results is given in Figure (4.5). Currently, the production 
of the electron transport results by ANISN-CSDM represents a 
multi-step process. The first step is the generation and 
storage of the basic macroscopic cross-section data, UNIT(20) 
in DATAPAC6, for Cross-Section Processing Computer Code (CRXPC) 
The CRXPC has been designed and developed for this research.
In the second step the CRXPC processes the input data and pro­











(basic scattering data, 
energy losses etc.)
PRODUCTION OF UNIT (20) FOR CRXPC 
(basic cross-section data stored)
CROSS-SECTION PROCESSING COMPUTER CODE (CRXPC) 
(production of GIT cross-section in the ANISN format)
Figure (4.6): The block diagram of a typical ANISN-CSDM calculations,
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format. The third step involves the normal ANISN run with 
the card inputs plus the input file (GIT) which has been pro­
duced by CRXPC. This work required up to 5 minutes of com­
puting time to produce cross-sections and 2-29 minutes per 
ANISN run on an IBM 370-158. For comparison, Bartine’s cal­
culations required 15-24 minutes for processing and 11-44 
minutes per ANISN on an IBM 360-91
D. Theory of the Extended Transport Cross-Section
The idea in in-group scattering can be visualized as a 
scatter such that after the scattering collision the scattered 
particle remains in the same energy group as it was in before 
the collision. Elastic scattering collisions, in general, 
result in in-group scattering. But also a fraction of in­
elastic collisions may result in small angular deflection 
and energy change and therefore may stay in the same energy 
interval after the collision. These collisions may also be 
treated as in-group scattering collisions. All in-group 
scattering collisions are called highly forward peaked 
scattering interactions. In electron transport, such colli­
sions occur very frequently, and their effect may be removed 
from the total scattering cross-section by a correction 
known as 6-function correction (6,8). Using the 6-function 
expansion as a correction term, one may obtain the corrected 
scattering cross-sections as given below.
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In general 2gCyg) may be expanded into Legendre polynomials 
as







If CvIq) is highly forward peaked, then one may approximate
It as
z«(Pn) : ! ,P,Cp„) - ^  6CP„-D (4.42)
where
'S'“0" “ s-4'4'^0' ' S' 0
then equation (4.42) becomes
(4.43)
" s C V "  ^2CU„)* K„ C^)P,(Po)j-
(4.44)
This equation may be rewritten as
'  J o  *  V  ^ 2  ( ^ 0 )
where
s , l = 0 .
(4.45)
(4.46)
& > N +  1
One may calculate the expansion coefficients of P^(pQ) in 
equation (4.45) by assuming the equation (4.44) is exact to
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the order of N+1. That is, one may equate equation C4.45) 
to equation (4.40) to write
Zg & + Kq for a = 0,1,2,3,...,N+1. (4.4
Using equation (4.46), one may determine as follows:
= + Ko^AeN+l = :;,N+1 + *0= %0 (4.48)
&=N+1
Therefore, it follows that
= Zs,A - %s,N+l for 2=0,1,2,3,...,N (4.49)
It is assumed that Z^Cu^) is highly forward peaked and may be 
adequately represented by a few term expansions of Legendre 
polynomials as given in equation (4.42). It is observed that 
Zg^Q is not much gr eater .than Zg^ j^+Q.* Therefore, one may observe 
that the transport-corrected scattering cross-section is 
smaller than Z^ ^. This also means that the transport- 
corrected cross-section is less forward peaked than Z^ g)
(6,8)=. In literature, Z^  ^ are called the transport-
corrected expansion of Z^ One may note that the trans­
port corrected in-group scattering cross-sections provide 
less forward scattering and result in wider distribution of 
multiply scattered particles. The fundamental idea in the 
extended transport corrected cross-section formulation is 
that the ingroup scattering is assumed as no scattering.
This means that no appreciable energy loss occurs in such 
collisions. In practical calculations it is impossible to
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input the angular representation of such collisions into 
ANISN cross-section matrices because this representation 
requires many terms in the Legendre polynomial expansion of 
these in-group scattering cross-sections. Further details 
of the theory of the extended transport correction may be 
found in the literature (6,8).
E. A Preliminary Discussion of the Electron Group Skipping 
Model
From the previous discussions of energy loss mechanisms 
in electron collisions, one may visualize an electron-elec­
tron collision as follows. The primary particle with an 
initial energy Eq comes away from the collision with an 
energy W. The energy of the second electron is then given 
by
E' = Eq - W. (4.50)
Now there exist two electrons, one with energy W and the 
other with energy E',(W>E'). It can be seen that the pro­
bability of the scattering into low energy groups is rela­
tively small for the primary particles. This means that 
the magnitude of energy losses in electron-electron colli­
sions is small, and that the primary particle usually moves 
into adjacent energy groups. The further energy loss 
interactions of the two particles which came from the pre­
vious interaction are governed by ^‘^ i n e l , which was
dW
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defined earlier in this chapter by equation (4.3). It may
be seen that — 0''^ is in the differential form of
aw
the final energy of the scattered particle, but the initial
energy represents a point value. In deep penetration radia­
tion transport problems (e.g., shielding design), one must 
employ a fine energy group structure to produce detailed 
transport results. In this case the mean energies of the 
established energy group structures are approximated as the 
initial energies of the primary particle for that particular 
energy group. Then it is possible to define the group 
skipping cross-sections as
dCinelCECs)'*)





The group skipping cross-section formulation which is given 
above indicates that the initial energy of the primary par­
ticle is assumed to be equal to the mean energy of the asso­
ciated energy group. The numerical integration should be 
performed over the final energy group width. The angular 
information should be attached to those group skipping cross 
sections based on the energy-angle relationship which was 
also given earlier in this chapter, but a different
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approximation may be required than was used for ANISN-CSDM.
CHAPTER V
RESULTS AND COMPARISONS
In this chapter, the validity of the Continuous Slow­
ing Down Model (ANISN-CSDM) of electron transport which- 
has been developed in the previous chapters will be tested. 
There are two kinds of test calculations. The first part 
is the one-group electron transport calculations. The 
second part is the multigroup calculations. The multigroup 
calculation results may be classified as follows:
(i) energy and angle distribution of transmitted 
particles in one dimensional slabs (aluminum, 
gold, water)
(ii) distribution of energy absorption as a function 
of depth in transport medium (water, aluminum).
Each of those calculations has been performed in one-dimen­
sional slab geometry; where the slab has a finite thickness 
along the x-axis but it is treated as infinite along the y- 
and z-axes. Therefore, leakage is observable at the bound­
aries of the slab and no leakage from the sides. Calcula­
tions are performed with the vacuum boundary conditions at 
each side of the slab with a unit source at the incident (left 
boundary). The source is so placed that it approximates
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normally incident particles falling on the slab from the 
negative x-axis direction. The x= 0 represents the left 
boundary of the slab and x= d represents the right boundary 
of the slab as shown in Figure [5.1). The problem has been 
solved for different transport mediums at different thick­
nesses for the different initial energies. The type of 
problem which is solved here is generally classified as a 
fixed source problem in the Discrete Ordinates Method.
A. One Group Calculations
Morel (8) has investigated the relationship between 
the variation of the scalar flux as a function of the elec­
tron energy, the magnitude of the removal cross-section, 
and the thickness of the slab in scattering mean-free-paths. 
Initial energy of electron is used as a measure of the 
anisotropy included into transport calculations. The problem 
which was solved represents vacuum boundary conditions. 
Morel's calculations include only a one-group model of 
electron transport. This is an accurate representation of 
the highly anisotropic scattering cross-sections requiring 
high order Legendre polynomial expansion [LMAX % ISO at Eg=
1.0 MeV). The need for high order is one of the major draw­
backs in producing good electron transport results. High 
expansion orders require relatively large computer storage 







Figure (5.1): Geometry of the ANISN-CSDM calculations.
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extended transport corrected cross-section formulation in 
reducing such a high expansion order and made the calcu­
lations manageable. Characteristics of Morel's calcula­
tions may be stated as follows: For a given energy one
may vary the slab thickness [in removal mean free-paths, 
or scattering mean free-paths) and then observe the varia­
tion of the electron scalar flux, OCEn, Xj^ )f.P^^ticl^ ^ as
cm 'Sec
a function of the penetration depth. Here penetration 
depth is given in terms of the scattering mean-free paths. 
The electron transport results have been produced by Morel 
using the DTF69 [A Sandia Laboratories version of the DTF 
transport code) and a Monte Carlo computer code which was 
designed using standard analog techniques (8). The results 
obtained using these two schemes show very good agreement. 
Morel's calculations include P^2 transport-corrected 
expansions of the ingroup scattering cross-sections. No 
energy loss collisions were considered in his calculations, 
because he performed one-group electron transport calcula­
tions .
The ANISN-CSDM formulation for electron transport 
which has been discussed in the previous sections was ad­
justed to represent the problem solved by Morel for one- 
group calculations. One may note that ANISN-CSDM involves 
multiple scattering approximation in the formulation of the 
macroscopic cross-sections. This formulation significantly
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reduces the computer storage requirement and the computing 
time. The appropriate angular redistribution of the elas­
tically scattered particles was achieved by multiple scatter­
ing expansion coefficients. The general theory of the for­
mulation of such expansion coefficients is given by Goudsmit- 
Saunderson (23).
The results from ANISN-CSDM for one-group calculations 
are given in Figure (5.2) and Figure (5.3) along with the 
results obtained by Morel (8). The results show that there 
exists an excellent agreement between them. The character­
istics of the calculations are: incident electrons of the 
energy E= 1.0 MeV normally fall on an aluminum slab of the 
thickness d = 1000 x where Ag represents the scattering 
mean-free-path of electron which may be defined as follows:
A =  I___
s 2s(l->l)
In ANISN format, E^(l^l) is the total in-group scattering
cross-section of electrons;.. The variable parameter in the
two ANISN-CSDM transport calculations is the d/A^ ratio;
where An represents the mean-free-path of the removal cross- 
1
section and d the slab thickness. The may be defined as 
follows :
1
where in this case group 2 represents all energies below 
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Figure (5.3): Scalar flux comparison at = 1.0 MeV in Aluminum.
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Zs(l+ 2) = Er C1-> 2) = E - E C1+ 1).
The transport medium thickness, the thickness of the slab, 
has been kept constant for the particular transport cases 
which are chosen for the comparisons. In Figure (5.2), 
d/^R =3.0 with d = lOOOx Ig, and in Figure (5.3) d/^R = 6.0 
with the same slab thickness. The electron transport results 
which have been produced by both of these schemes have shown 
that the scalar electron fluxes, tf)(EQ,x^ ) #electrons/cm^-sec, 
fall off almost linearly on a semi-log scale, as a function 
of the depth of penetration. In Figure (5.2) and Figure 
(5.3) Morel’s results are given by continuous lines and the 
ANISN-CSDM results are given by step-lines. The ANISN-CSDM 
results given on Figures (5.2,5.3) used 11 spatial mesh int­
ervals and P^g transport-corrected Pg expansion of the 
Legendre polynomials with a standard S^g Gaussion quadrature 
set. This problem is equivalent to a Pi^a/S^g case without 
using the transport-corrected cross-sections. Overall calcu­
lation time is about 3.0 minutes on an IBM370-MODEL158. In 
this case ^145/^48 took 5.0 minutes, but in all other cases 
the convergence becomes a very significant problem. This 
difficulty has been removed by using the transport corrected 
cross-sections in those cases which require high expansion 
orders. This comparison with Morel confirms the validity of 
the multiple scattering approximation in the ANISN-CSDM form­
ulation and confirms the accuracy of the extended transport
• i
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cross-section correction as well. As discussed earlier, the ;i
concept of the extended transport correction is to remove
those collisions which result in no appreciable energy-angle 
change from cross-sections. The extended transport correc­
tion implies the reduction of cross-sections due to the 
removal of frequent small energy/angle collisions from trans­
port calculations. This approximation results in less 
forward peaked distribution and eases the ANISN-CSDM calcu­
lations from the convergence point of view.
B. Multigroup Calculations
In this subsection a validity test of the electron 
transport model, ANISN-CSDM, will be made. The electron 
transport results which have been produced using the model 
developed in this paper will be compared with the experi­
mental results of Rester/Derrickson (57) and Anderson (59).
In addition, some comparisons will be made with the results 
of ETRAN18G and Bartine et al. These comparisons required 
the development of cross-section sets and transport calcu­
lations in aluminum, gold, and water.
1. Transmitted Electron Energy Distributions
a. 1.0 MeV Electrons Normally Incident on Variable 
Aluminum Slab Thicknesses 
The ANISN-CSDM of electron transport is here tested 
on a low Z transport medium. Electron transport results are
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given on Figures (5.4,5.5,5.6) along with the experimental 
results of Rester/Derrickson. The ETRAN18G results are also 
given separately for the energy straggling and continuous 
slowing down options. Figure (5.4) represents an aluminum 
thickness of 0.1815 of the full range of incident particle. 
Figure (5.5) represents an aluminum thickness of 0.3993 of 
the full range of incident particle. Figure (5.6) represents 
an Aluminum thickness of 0.5809 of the full range of inci­
dent particle. From Figure (5.4) one may observe that the 
experimental results and the ETRAN18G-straggling results 
are slightly higher than the ANISN-CSDM results at the peak 
value of the energy distribution of the transmitted parti­
cles. There is good agreement along the high energy and 
the low energy edges of the distribution. Also there exists 
a good agreement in predicting the location of the peak of 
the transmitted energy distribution. A consistent n value 
has been used for all Figures (5.4,5.5,5.6). From Figure 
(5.5) one may observe that the ANISN-CSDM produces very 
much the same result as ETRAN18G-energy straggling (best 
ETRAN model) model. The agreement between the ANISN-CSDM 
and the experiment becomes better in Figure (5.6). The 
Figure (5.6) represents a relatively deep penetration 
ratiation transport problem. For this deep radiation 
penetration problem the ANISN-CSDM produces relatively 
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Figure (5.4): Transmitted electron energy distribution per 
unit energy 
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Figure (5.5): Transmitted electron energy distribution per unit
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Figure (5.6); Transmitted electron energy distribution per unit energy 
per electron in aluminum of thickness 0.32 gm/cm^.
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analysis of the electron transport results in aluminum (a 
low Z and low energy transport problem) demonstrates good 
agreement between the ANISN-CSDM and the experimental re­
sults. This agreement comes from the accurate representa­
tion of the probabilistic energy losses of the primary 
particle based on the average energy loss model of ANISN- 
CSDM. In Figures (5. 4,5. 5,5.6) it may be seen that the 
agreement between ANISN-CSDM and the experimental results 
becomes better at the peak of the distributions of trans­
mitted particles for greater slab thickness.
In general, an inelastic collision results in the 
production of a secondary electron with an energy above 
the n value (minimum n value is I). The energy loss and 
the deflection of the primary particle in the production of 
a secondary particle with energies above cut-off energy 
option of ETRAN18G is not in effect. The ETRAN18G cur­
rently assumes that the primary electron is unaffected by 
the production of a secondary electron. The energy loss of 
the primary electron and the angular deflections are in­
cluded, approximately (see: ETRAN18G MANUAL (DATAPAC6, 
SUBROUTINE INELS)) in the inelastic scattering correction 
to the multiple elastic scattering angular distributions. 
The ANISN-CSDM produces the inelastic scattering expansion 
coefficients which are to-be attached to the energy trans­
fer cross-sections separately. The.analytical equations
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associated with the production of the expansion coeffi­
cients of the energy transfer cross-sections were given in 
detail in Chapter (IV).
The comparisons of the ANISN-CSDM results with the 
ETRAN18G and the experimental results for angular distri­
butions of the transmitted electrons per unit solid angle 
for aluminum slabs of different thicknesses resulting from 
a primary electron at the initial energy Eq = 1.0 MeV, are
plotted on Figures (5.7,5.8,5.9). These figures correspond
2 2 7
to the d = 0.10 gm/cm , 0.22 gm/cm and 0.32 gm/cm transport
cases, respectively. In each case, the ANISN-CSDM data is 
in relatively good agreement with the experimental and the 
ETRAN18G results. For the 0.32 gm/cra^ case, given in Figure
(5.9), some small disagreement may be apparent at smaller 
angles. This is especially true when comparing ETRAN18G 
and experiment, possibly indicating that ANISN-CSDM is 
better than ETRAN18G for deep penetration radiation trans­
port problems. In general, all three results (experimental 
and calculated results) are relatively in good agreement in 
terms of predicting the angular distributions of the trans­
mitted particles at the right boundary of the aluminum 
slabs. Similar good agreements are observed in water, and 
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Figure (5.7); Angular distributions of transmitted electrons 
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Figure (5 .8 ) : Angular distributions of transmitted electrons 
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b. 1.0 MeV Electrons Normally Incident on a Gold 
Slab
The ANISN-CSDM has been tested in a high Z trans­
port medium, gold. The results are given in Figure (5.10). 
This is a comparison of the energy distribution of the 
transmitted particles at the right boundary of the gold 
slab. Three different ANISN-CSDM results are shown in 
Figure (5.10) along with the experimental result of Rester/ 
Derrickson (57). The slab thickness is 0.15 gm/cm^. From 
Figure (5.10) it can be seen that the ANISN-CSDM results 
for different n values, are relatively in good agreement 
with the experimental result along the high energy and low 
energy edges. However, the peak value of the energy dis­
tribution of the transmitted particles is relatively higher 
than the experimental results. The ANISN-CSDM transport 
results correspond to IGM= 25, IGM= 61, and IGM= 85 res­
pectively (IGM = total number of energy groups in ANISN 
transport calculations). This series of calculations rep­
resents a parametric study of n where n(l) is equal to 3 2.9 
X  I, 10.97 X  I, and 7.8 x I respectively, where I is the 
ionization energy of an electron. The characteristic data 
for the parametric study of n in gold is given in Table 
(5.1). It may be observed that one can produce essentially 
the same transport result while reducing the computing time 
by a factor of three through the proper selection of an q 
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Figure (5.10): Transmitted electron energy distribution in gold.
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TABLE C5.1) ,
Characteristic data for the parametric study of n in gold 
for the results given in Figure C5.10)




# 25 32.Ox I 4.x I 4 15 2.26
61 10.9x I 1.7x I 7 30 4.16
• 85 7.8x1 1.3x1 9 39 6.35
where
IGM = total number of energy groups
IM = number of spatial intervals
ISCT= Maximum order of scatter found in any zone




Bartine et al. (6) relatively underestimates the energy dis­
tribution of the transmitted particles near the peak and 
along high energy edges of the spectrum while ETRANISG 
results agree fairly well with experiment. This is shown 
in Figure (5.11 (a)).
It has also been observed that if one increases the 
number of spatial intervals independently (not shown), the 
value of the peak may be reduced. Relatively few intervals 
were used in the reported calculations (see Table (5.1), 
so further improvements might be possible. The number of 
intervals used were consistent with those of other tests, 
so this was not pursued. Since the ANISN-CSDM is a "one 
collision model" in terms of energy losses, the spatial 
intervals adequate for the model are used in the calcula­
tions. It has also been observed in test calculations that 
if one inputs "a wider distribution.of inelastic expansion 
coefficients " (not implied by the model) then it is possible 
to produce the electron transport results which are in good 
agreement with the experimental and the ETRANISG-energy 
straggling model results.
From study of Figure (5.11(a)) it may be seen that 
Bartine's model underestimates the experimental result by 
about 40%,but the ANISN-CSDM model overestimates the experimen­
tal result by about 25% (based on areas under curves). This 
■difference comes from the fact that the ANISN-CSDM model
/;■
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thickness = d = 0.15 gm/cm"(Au) = 7.7640x10 cm.


































Figure (5.11(a)): Transmitted electron energy distribution in gold.
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results in more forward angular distribution leaking from the 
gold slab as shown in Figure C5.11(b)). This situation may­
be taken as a limitation of the ANISN-CSDM model in high Z 
transport mediums, and could be related to the separation of 
variables. More detailed discussions will be given in Chapter 
(VI) along with the observations made in test calculations.
Here it may be noted that in the ETRANISG models the 
angular effect of the inelastically scattered particles is 
incorporated into the multiple elastic scattering angular dis­
tribution by replacing with Z(Z+1) in the single elastic 
scattering cross-section. The test calculations with the 
modified DATAPAC6 have shown that such a correction is very 
small. In ANISN-CSDM separate angular expansion coefficients 
have been used for energy transfer cross-sections. A com­
parative study between angular distributions of the transmitted 
particles has shown that (water results will be given in the 
next subsection) the ANISN-CSDM angular redistribution model 
is, in general, in good agreement with experimental and Monte 
Carlo results except in gold (a high Z transport medium).
The parametric study of n in gold indicates that when 
n gets larger the peak value of the energy distribution of 
transmitted particles becomes smaller. This could be ex­
plained as follows: The energy from small energy transfer
collisions has been included in inelastic scatter energy de­
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as those of inelastic scatters depositing the s a m e energy. 
This requires fewer scatters than actually occur, so that 
other small-angle scatters are replaced by non-scatters with 
original direction retained. This combination of large- 
angle scatters and non-scatters, while retaining the correct 
energy deposition, increases somewhat the effect of the 
large-angle scatters for greater values of q. One might ex­
pect that smaller values of q would result in better agree­
ment with experiment. Since this is not the case, other 
causes for the disagreement must be sought. The use of a 
non-zero q is essential to the model, since it greatly re­
duces the collision cross-section, thus reducing the number 
of spatial intervals that must be used and reduces the 
scattering order that must be used. This greatly reduces 
computer time and storage requirements, making many calcu­
lations (especially for thick materials) possible.
Energy loss by photon production is treated approxi­
mately by ANISN-CSDM. This approximation could be important 
at very high energies. In the results given in Figure (5.10) 
the energy loss to photon production is 9%. Therefore, the 
effect of energy loss by photon production upon the produc­
tion of expansion coefficients for energy transfer cross- 
sections may not be significant. Note that the angular dis­
tribution expansion coefficients of energy transfer cross- 
sections are generated by considering the energy losses 
(greater than q) which are governed by Miller cross-section.
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These expansion coefficients are generated using equation
(4.9). The Miller cross-section represents the most impor­
tant mode of energy loss in electron-electron collisions for 
the energy range considered in this study. This is due to 
the fact that energy losses by inelastic scatters account 
for about 91% of the energy deposition for gold at 1.0 MeV, 
and for about 92% for water at 10.0 MeV. It is unlikely 
that the observed differences are caused by this approxi­
mation. The following section will test the use of the 
model against other models and experimental results on water.
2. Energy Deposition Distributions
a. 10.0 MeV Electrons Normally Incident on a 
Water Slab
The total electron energy deposition as a function 
of the penetration depth in water from 10.0 MeV electrons is 
given in Figure (5.12) obtained by ANISN CSDM. In this 
figure ETRANISG results are also shown. This represents 
the transport case in which the water slab thickness is 
greater than the range of the primary particle. That is, 
the water slab thickness is at least 5.0 cm, which is the 
approximate range of an electron at 10.0 MeV in water. 
Experimental energy deposition data for water at 10.0 MeV 
is unavailable. The experimental distribution of deposited 
energy (normalized energy deposition) is available, and is 


























Figure (5.12): Total unnormalized energy deposition in HgO.
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Three ETRANISG results are plotted in Figure (5.12) 
in addition to two ANISN-CSDM results. The ETRANISG results 
may be described as: [a) The ETRANISG-CSDM data represents 
the transport case where the energy losses of the primary 
particle are determined by the continuous slowing down model,
(b) the ETRANISG«straggling curve represents the transport 
case where some energy straggling has also been taken into 
account, and the secondaries are not followed, (c) the second 
ETRANlSG-straggling (the best ETRANISG electron transport 
model) represents the transport case in which the secondaries 
are followed and the energy straggling is permitted. From 
Figure (5.12) it may be noted that all the ETRANISG results 
have shown an energy deposition peak at about the same pene­
tration depth. There is not a significant difference among 
the energy deposition distributions of the ETRANISG results. 
This may mean that the particles behave similarly in the 
ETRANISG calculational models because of the basic continuous 
slowing down model of the ETRANISG calculational schemes.
Two ANISN-CSDM results are plotted in Figure (5.12). 
The curve denoted by the shaded circles represents the normal 
ANISN-CSDM result which has been produced by the standard 
model for the problem. Since this model does not include 
energy straggling (i.e., group skipping) and does not follow 
secondaries, an estimate of the effect of these may be use­
ful. The ANISN-CSDM curve which is denoted by the unshaded 
circles represents an approximation of the ANISN-CSDM results
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if the primary particle were permitted to undergo energy 
straggling and secondaries were followed. This ANISN-CSDM 
(corrected) curve may be taken as corresponding to the best 
ETRANISG calculational model. It has been produced from 
the normal ANISN-CSDM result by adding an approximate cor­
rection. The magnitude of this correction is obtained from 
the corresponding ETRANISG results on a point by point basis 
as shown in Figure (5.12), and then added to ANISN-CSDM 
result to produce the corrected ANISN-CSDM transport result. 
The corrected ANISN-CSDM result agrees relatively well with 
the best ETRAN result along the high and low energy edges 
of the energy deposition distribution. There exists a sig­
nificant difference between ANISN-CSDM and the ETRANISG 
results at depths of 2 to 4 cm. This difference must relate 
to the basic CSDM models for both techniques and will be 
explained in following paragraphs of this subsection.
Other comparisons indicate further differences which will 
also be discussed.
In the ETRAN18G-CSDM electron transport model any 
spatial displacement of electrons in the medium must result 
in the deposition of energy predicted by the stopping power. 
That is, for a minimum distance traveled by an electron, Ax, 
equal to the depth at which the electron is found, the energy 
deposition must be at least equal to Ax times the stopping 
power. Greater energy deposition results from paths which 
are greater than the depth due to deflections caused by
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intermediate scatters.
Other ETRANISG models use this continuous slowing 
down model as their basis. For instance, in the ETRANlSG- 
straggling model (also called Class (11) by Berger (38)), 
the history of a particle is divided into sections. Each 
section is called a step and is terminated by a catastro­
phic collision. Since the energy loss in these collisions 
vary magnitude, they produce "energy straggling." Within 
the section the energy loss is determined by using a contin­
uous -slowing -down -model approximation (see: Figure (2.1)). 
The particle then suffers an energy loss due to a catas­
trophic collision at the end of the step. The catastrophic 
collision energy loss is obtained by sampling from an energy 
loss distribution.
In Figure (5,12) we can see that this model differ­
ence does not significantly affect the result. In all 
ETRANISG cases it can be seen that the energy deposition 
curve sharply decays beyond the peak and practically app­
roaches zero. The ANISN-CSDM energy deposition result does 
not show such a sharp drop beyond its peak. This occurs 
because ANISN-CSDM does not require an energy loss in each 
spatial interval, but permits a probabilistic energy loss. 
When this loss occurs, it always has the value of one 
energy group width, and can be considered as a continuous 
slowing down model. It does not always occur, however, 
distinguishing it from the ETRANISG continuous slowing down
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model, which requires a minimum energy loss for all versions 
The difference between the energy deposition curves [Figure
(5.12)) of ANISN-CSDM and ETRANISG comes from the energy 
loss models of these two electron transport calculational 
tools. The difference between the energy deposition curves 
has been justified by hand calculations in addition to the 
results given in Figure (5.12). Hand calculations have 
indicated that ETRANISG models deposit about 5% more energy 
than ANISN-CSDM electron transport model at depths of 2 to 
4 cm. For sufficiently thick slabs the total energy depo­
sition predicted by the ANISN-CSDM and ETRANISG must be the 
same.
The energy deposition at the surface of the slab 
(also called "surface dose") has been estimated by each 
calculational scheme by using the energy deposition in the 
first spatial interval. One should note that the true 
energy deposition at the surface of a slab should be essenr 
tially model independent. Each electron transport model 
should result in essentially the same energy deposition per 
unit volume at the surface of the slab; i.e., x = 0. The 
results which have been produced by the transport models 
shown in Figure (5.12) are tabulated in Table (5.2). One 
column of results gives the doses for the first spatial 
interval. An additional column gives results which are 
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ETRAN18G-CSDM 2.04 1. 910
ETRAN18G-straggling^ 2.00 1.910
ETRAN18G-straggling^ 1.910 1.910
(*) This means that the energy depositions in the first
interval which are predicted by the calculational models 
are corrected to yield the energy deposition on the 
surface of the slabs. This may be done as follows:
First find the magnitudes of the energy depositions at 
X = 0 by extrapolating the energy distribution curves 
which are given in Figure (5.12). These extrapolated 
values are not shown in Table (5.2). The ANISN-CSDM 
(normal) extrapolated data should then be corrected 
for "energy-straggling and following secondaries."
It amounts to a 6.4% correction on the extrapolated 
ANISN-CSDM (normal) data. The ANISN-CSDM (corrected) 
data should not be corrected again, because it is 
obtained from the ANISN-CSDM (normal) data after "energy 
straggling and following secondaries" correction. The 
ETRAN18G-CSDM data should be corrected for "energy- 
straggling and following secondaries." This correction 
amounts to 6.4% of the extrapolated value of the energy 
deposition. The ETRAN18G-straggling(Z) data, the fourth 
data from the top of the first column of Table (5.2), 
should only be corrected for the secondaries. This 
correction amounts to 4.5% of the extrapolated value 
of the energy deposition. The ETRAN18G-stragglingJ 
data need not be corrected, because it includes the
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Table [5.2] [Cont’d]
effect of "energy-straggling and following secondaries."
^Corrected for energy straggling and following secon­
daries by comparing appropriate ETRAN18G results.
^Straggling is taken into account, but secondaries are 
not followed.
^Energy straggling is taken into account and the secon­
daries followed.
In Figure (5.13) the measured energy deposition (nor­
malized to 100 at the peak) (59) and ANISN-CSDM results are 
given along with the three ETRAN18G results (also normalized 
to 100 at the peak). It may be observed again that all 
ETRAN18G transport results are essentially the same. The 
results for the "best" ETRAN18G model are joined by a solid 
line. In Figure (5.14) the simpler ETRAN18G models are 
excluded. One may observe that ANISN-CSDM agrees very well 
with the measured energy deposition. The best ETRAN18G 
result does not agree as well with the measured data, espe­
cially at the incident surface of the slab. This is not 
because ETRAN18G does not predict the surface dose accur­
ately. As we have seen from Figure (5.12) and Table (5.2), 
ETRAN18G and ANISN-CSDM are in good agreement at the sur­
face. The relatively large difference at the surface, 
which appears in Figure (5.14), occurs because the normal­
ization peak predicted by ETRAN18G is higher than that pre­
dicted by ANISN-CSDM. The excellent agreement between the 
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Figure (5.14): Normalized energy deposition in HgO.
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indicate that the ANISN-CSDM results are probably more accu­
rate than those predicted by ETRAN18G,
Further analysis of the water transport results given 
in Figure (5.12) indicates that the ANISN-CSDM predicts 
slightly more energy deposition at the high energy edge of 
the energy deposition distribution compared to all ETRAN18G 
calculational models. This difference between the ANISN-CSDM 
and ETRAN18G (Monte Carlo method) becomes more significant in 
Figure (5.14) where the normalized energy deposition (percent 
dose) has been plotted over the full range of the incident 
particle. From Figure (5.14) it may be observed that the 
ANISN-CSDM result is in excellent agreement with the experi­
mental data (59). In addition to the previous discussion, 
this good agreement between the experimental data and the 
ANISN-CSDM could also result from the fact that inelastic 
collisions are relatively accurately incorporated into the 
mathematical formulation of the expansion coefficients of 
energy transfer cross-sections. The energy loss collisions 
are properly redistributed in angle throughout the slowing 
doivn process of electrons. A new set of expansion coeffi­
cients has been generated for each energy group according to 
the average energy loss model of ANISN-CSDM. The angular 
effect of the inelastic collisions in ETRAN18G is approxi­
mately included in the multiple elastic scattering expansion 
coefficients.
In the previous paragraphs it has been observed that
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the differences between energy deposition curves of ETRAN18G 
and ANISN-CSDM are probably caused by the energy loss-models 
of these electron transport schemes. This has been made 
clear by performing detailed transmission studies in water 
for slab thicknesses of 1.0 cm, 2.0 cm, 3.0 cm and 4.0 cm.
The results of angular transmission studies are shown in 
Figures (5.15,5.16,5.17,5.18). From these figures it can be 
observed that the angular redistribution model of ETRAN18G- 
straggling is very close to ANISN-CSDM model. Then it may 
be concluded that the angular redistribution model of ETRAN18G 
is not the cause of the differences in energy deposition 
curves which are given in Figure (5,12),
The results of energy transmission studies in water 
for the same slab thicknesses are given in Figures (5.19, 
5.20,5.21,5.22). From these figures it may be observed that 
ANISN-CSDM results show wider energy distribution of trans­
mitted particles than ETRAN18G model. Also, the ETRAN18G 
model shows a sharper peak than the ANISN-CSDM model. These 
differences result from the fact that ETRAN18G employs a 
different energy loss model than ANISN-CSDM does. That is 
ETRAN18G has a partially deterministic energy loss model 
which is basically governed by the continuous slowing down 
model and ANISN-CSDM has a probabilistic energy loss model. 
These energy loss models were discussed in detail in the 
previous paragraphs. It is apparent that the probabilistic 
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Figure (5.16): Angular distributions of transmitted
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Figure (5.18): Angular distribution of transmitted 
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Figure (5.19): Energy distribution of transmitted electrons
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Figure (5.20): Energy distribution of transmitted electrons
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Figure (5.21): Energy distribution of transmitted electrons
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Figure (5.22): Energy distribution of transmitted electrons 
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continuous slowing down model of energy loss and the energy 
deposition differences result from this difference in 
models.
The energy distribution result of transmitted par­
ticles by ETRAN18G-CSDM is also given in Figure (5.21).
From this figure it may be seen that ETRAN18G-CSDM result 
shows a narrower energy distribution at a lower energy than 
ETRAN18G-straggling model. This could come from the fact 
that ETRAN18G-CSDM has a completely deterministic energy 
loss model, but ETRAN-straggling has a partially determinis­
tic energy loss model. That is, ETRAN18G-CSDM uses an energy 
loss model so that energy-loss fluctuations are disregarded, 
and the energy loss by collisions is predicted by the 
stopping power expression. ETRANlSG-straggling model com­
putes some of the energy losses, by sampling from a distri­
bution, but the deterministic part of the calculation re­
quires a minimum energy loss.
The further analysis of Figure (5.21) indicates that 
the energies of front (high energy) edges of calculational 
models decrease in the order of ANISN-CSDM, ETRAN18G-stragg­
ling, ETRAN18G-CSDM and CSDM-hand calculations. That is, 
ANISN-CSDM has the highest front edge energy and CSDM-hand 
calculations has the. lowest. The two ETRAN18G results fall 
in between these two upper and lower front edge energies 
where ETRANlSG-straggling has higher front edge energy than 
ETRAN18G-CSDM. This difference between the front edge
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energies could be explained as follows: The CSDM-hand cal­
culations represent a transport case in which the energy 
loss is determined directly from the knowledge of stopping 
power at initial energy and the depth, 3.0 cm. In ETRAN18G- 
CSDM corrections are applied to account for varying path 
lengths in reaching a depth of 3 cm while producing the en­
ergy loss predicted by stopping power. This can be called 
angle straggling and results in a smaller minimum energy 
loss, as represented by the front edge for this case. In the 
ETRANlSG-straggling case, the particle loses its energy in 
two parts. In the first part, the energy loss is due to CSDM 
of energy loss, and the second part is due to a probabilistic 
energy loss mechanism. It seems that the energy loss due to 
CSDM constitutes the major energy loss in the energy range 
considered. Here, angle straggling also occurs. In ANISN- 
CSDM the energy loss of a primary particle is entirely deter­
mined by a probabilistic process. In Figure (5.21) the 
width of the distribution is somewhat a measure of the frac­
tion of energy loss which is determined probabilistically.
In ANISN-CSDM the energy loss is totally determined based on 
probabilistic interactions, and therefore the energy distri­
bution is wider than other reported results. The next wider 
energy distribution is predicted by ETRANlSG-straggling be­
cause only a fraction of energy loss is determined by samp­
ling (probabilistic). ETRAN18G-CSDM does not include any 
energy straggling, relating energy loss directly to path
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length. A distribution results, however, because scattering 
produces different path lengths (angle straggling). The CSDM- 
hand calculation result does not show a distribution because 
it does not include either angle or energy straggling. The 
CSDM-hand calculation result is indicated by a solid line 
whose height is about the height of ANISN-CSDM. It is shown 
so just for convenience. In fact, the solid line has an 
infinite height. The CSDM-hand calculation results are given 
in Figures (5.19,5.20,5.22) in solid lines also. Each of 
these solid lines has the same interpretation. That is, it 
represents the energy distribution of a primary particle at 
the designated depths without any angle deflection or energy 
variation attached to the primary particle. These solid lines 
may also be called "stopping power model-hand calculations."
The analysis of Figure (5.21) indicates that a greater 
degree of probabilistic energy losses in ETRAN18G could re­
sult in a wider energy distribution of transmitted particles 
and would produce results more nearly matching experiments 
and in substantial agreement with ANISN-CSDM.
b. 1.0 MeV Electrons Normally Incident on an 
Aluminum Slab
The total and normalized energy depositions in an
2
aluminum slab of thickness 0.32 gm/cm^ as a function of depth 
are given in Figures (5.23 and (5.24) respectively. The 
results are produced by ANISN-CSDM and the ETRANlSG-stragg­
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Figure (5.24): Normalized energy deposition in Al
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result is to justify the accuracy of the method in a low Z 
transport medium with relatively low energy electrons and to 
observe if there is a similarity between normalized energy 
deposition curves of water and aluminum and as a companion 
to the aluminum transmission results. The ANISN-CSDM trans­
port result is compared with the best ETRAN18G model. From 
Figures (5.23,5.24) it may be seen that the transport results 
are in reasonable agreement. As in water, the ETRANlSG- 
straggling model shows a slightly higher energy deposition 
peak compared to the ANISN-CSDM result. As discussed in the 
previous subsection, this happens because of the energy loss 
model of ETRANlSG-straggling. In this energy loss model of 
ETRAN18G, the primary particle loses some finite energy per 
step deterministically, but ANISN-CSDM has a completely pro­
babilistic energy loss model. Near the peak of the total 
energy deposition curve. Figure (5.23), ANISN-CSDM predicts 
slightly less energy deposition compared to the ETRAN18G 
result. This may occur because the continuous slowing down 
part of the energy loss mechanisms in ETRANlSG-straggling 
predicts again require energy losses, distorting the energy 
spectrum as slowing-down proceeds. In general, the small 
differences between ANISN-CSDM and ETRAN18G energy deposi­
tion curves are not significant compared to the differences 
for water, where the incident energy was much greater (10.0 
MeV rather than 1.0 MeV). The greater differences which 
occur with gold for 1.0 MeV electrons must therefore be
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related to the greater Z.
The ANISN-CSDM electron transport model has been 
tested in three different transport mediums. These test 
calculations include low energy and relatively high incident 
energy electrons and high Z and low Z mediums. Comparisons 
with experimental values have been made where available.
For low energy and low Z (aluminum) results from ANISN-CSDM 
agree very well with ETRAN18G and experiment. For high 
energy and low Z (water), ANISN-CSDM agrees very well with 
experiment, while ETRAN18G does not. With low energy and 
high Z (gold), ANISN-CSDM does not agree with experiment as 
well as some ETRAN18G results. These comparisons will be 
discussed further in the following chapter.
As a final remark it may be noted that at the very 
high initial energies the energy loss by a primary particle 
does not correspond exactly to the rate of energy absorption 
at local points. This happens because of the following facts: 
(i) the energies of the secondary electrons can be high 
enough so that they do not necessarily dissipate their 
energy around the local points where they are produced.
They rather dissipate their energy at a slightly greater 
depth in the transport medium, (ii) secondary photons (neu­
tral particles) may be highly energetic so that they can 
travel large distances before they deposit their energy.
Both of these phenomena may result in slightly different 
energy distributions in a transport medium if the energies
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of the secondary particles are not negligible. The future 
development of the present ANISN-CSDM should be in this 
particular area. The critical energies where the collis­
ions! energy loss becomes equal to bremsstrhlung photon pro­
duction energy loss of water, aluminum and gold are about 80 
MeV, 5 0 MeV and 10 MeV respectively. The present calcula­
tions are much below the critical energies, and photon pro­
ductions may not affect the angular redistribution of the 
primary particles nor the energy deposition distribution in 
the transport mediums.
The characteristic data for the discrete ordinates 
calculations which have been performed in this chapter are 
given in Table (5.3). From this table it may be observed 
that ANISN computing time increases remarkably in parallel 
with number of spatial intervals. Similarly ETRAN18G (stragg' 
ling) computing time goes up as the slab thickness becomes 
larger. This is equivalent to having more spatial intervals 
in ANISN calculations. In the ETRAN18G calculations re­
ported in this work, 1000 initial electrons (histories) were 
used. This was generally sufficient so that statistical 
differences were smaller than other observed differences 
and could be excluded from the comparisons.
TABLE C5.3.)
Characteristic data for the Discrete Ordinates Calculations (ANISN)












Figure 5.4) 96 48 9 85 9. 2.31
Figure 5.5) 96 48 19 85 20. 4.06
Figure 5.6) 96 48 29 85 30. 5.10
Figure 5.11Ca)) 39 48 7 61 4.16 6.42

















2.22) 73 48 14 30 12.11 7.56
CHAPTER VI 
DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS.
The computer code ANISN is a one-dimensional S^ trans­
port theory code with general anisotropic scattering. It 
can be used to produce transport results [fluxes and reac­
tion rates) in the analysis of the nuclear systems. In 
this work the standard ANISN computer code, intended for use 
with neutrons and gamma rays, has been used to produce elec­
tron transport results for different transport mediums. The 
types of problems which have been solved are: the scalar 
flux solutions in thin aluminum slabs, transmission through 
relatively thick aluminum and gold slabs, and energy depo­
sition in thick aluminum and in water slabs whose thickness 
is greater than the range of the incident particle. No dis­
crete ordinates method (DOM) results have been previously 
reported for electron transport problems in which the slab 
thickness is comparable to the range of the incident particle.
The electron transport problem represents a numerically 
difficult case. The scattering cross-sections are very large. 
With large ingroup scattering cross-sections convergence of 
the iterated solution becomes very difficult and fine spatial 
mesh is needed. Since the scattering is highly forward
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peaked, it requires many terms to accurately represent the 
angular behavior of cross-sections and fine angular mesh to 
represent the transport behavior. As a result of this, deep 
penetration radiation transport problems require extremely 
large computer time and storage compared to that required 
for other transport problems. For practical engineering cal­
culations, one must remove some of these difficulties in 
order to reduce the problem size to a manageable level and 
also produce good transport results. The extended transport 
corrected cross-section concept was introduced in Chapter 
CIV) to reduce the expansion order of highly forward peaked 
elastic scattering cross-sections. The use of a single 
average inelastic scatter per spatial interval reduces the 
order of inelastic scattering while increasing the energy 
group width and spatial width. It is still necessary to use 
fine meshes in the angular variable in order to represent 
the highly forward scattering nature of the electron inter­
actions. It might be possible to use asymmetrical quadra­
ture sets in the calculation of highly forward peaked
transport cases. The details of this formulation may be 
found in the literature [58). In this study a standard 
symmetrical S^g Gaussian angular quadrature set has been 
used. A unit shell source which is incident normally on the 
slab face at x= 0 is also represented in this set, and was 
input into the discrete direction nearest the axis.
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The ANISN-CSDM CANISN-Continuous Slowing Down Model) 
of electron transport which has been developed in this work 
is a "one collision model" in terms of both the elastic 
scattering and inelastic scattering. The choice of the 
spatial interval size is similar to that of the condensed 
random walk concept as used in the ETRAN codes. In general, 
the spatial interval size in ANISN-CSDM is chosen to be equal 
to the effective elastic or inelastic mean-free-path of the 
primary particle. Since the mean-free-paths implied by the 
model are greater than in other DOM models (smaller cross- 
sections), larger spatial intervals can be used. There 
exists a one-to-one relationship between the average energy 
losses and the corresponding spatial displacements in the 
process of slowing-down the primary particle in the transport 
medium. Thus proper spatial interval widths may be chosen 
through the n value in a way that the overall core storage 
requirement of the problem may be reduced to a manageable 
size. It has been found that such a concept is very useful 
for high-energy electron transport such as in the comparison 
calculations made for water. Thus, the ANISN-CSDM is capable 
of producing very good electron transport results for high 
initial electron energies with relatively large energy and 
spatial intervals. Comparison of these results in water with 
experimental results have shown that ANISN-CSDM produces 
results which are closer to measured energy deposition
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distributions than those produced by the best ETRAN18G model. 
As it was discussed in the previous chapter, the difference 
between results of ANISN-CSDM and ETRAN18G occurs because 
each transport technique uses different energy loss models. 
The ANISN-CSDM employs a probabilistic energy loss model 
which results in wider energy distribution at any depth in a 
transport medium. The ETRAN18G models employ partially 
deterministic energy loss models. Therefore it results in 
narrower energy distribution than ANISN-CSDM at any depth.
In ETRANIBG the probability of passing a spatial interval 
without losing energy is zero. This comes from its partially 
deterministic energy loss models. This is a significant 
distinction between the two electron transport techniques.
In general, ANISN-CSDM and the ETRAN18G results differ in 
the predicted energy deposition distributions in water at 
relatively high initial energies. The ANISN-CSDM results 
probably agree better with measured energy deposition because 
the energy loss model is closer to reality than the ETRAN18G 
energy loss model. The comparison of absolute energy depo­
sition in water by the two methods is given in Figure (5.12). 
The peak value of the energy deposition in the ETRAN18G 
models is higher than the peak value predicted by ANISN-CSDM. 
Therefore, the normalized energy deposition curves. Figure 
(5.14), show a significant difference at the incident surface 
However, such a difference is not noticeable in the total 
corrected energy deposition curves as given in Figure (5.12).
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In addition, the normalized ANISN-CSDM results, as given in 
Figure [5.14), agree very well with the experimental results 
of Anderson (59). The ETRAN18G results, since normalized 
to the large predicted peak, do not agree as well. Note that 
the high energy (10.0 MeV) electron transport in water rep­
resents a transport problem in which the energy deposition 
distribution as a function of the penetration depth is being 
investigated.
The transmission studies (with 1.0 MeV electrons) in 
aluminum slabs of various thicknesses with identical initial 
boundary conditions have shown good agreement with the ex­
perimental results. One may note that in the transmission 
studies the basic desired transport result is the energy 
distribution of the emerged primary particle at the right 
boundary of the slabs whose thicknesses are chosen to be 
less than the range of the incident particle. In transport 
results which have been produced in this study, a variable 
n has been employed. The value of n ranges from 46x I to 
6x1 in the transmission studies of the aluminum slabs for 
all different thicknesses. The ANISN-CSDM also employs a 
variable energy group width. It uses a variable n value 
which decreases in magnitude as the primary particle slows 
down to low energies where energy group widths also decrease. 
The energy group size and the magnitude of n decrease simi­
larly as transport proceeds to lower energies. The p is a
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critical parameter in the sense that efficient deep radia­
tion transport results may be produced by choosing its 
magnitude appropriately. The accuracy of the results may 
also be improved by small p values. The magnitude of the 
p determines the total number of spatial intervals in the 
ANISN-CSDM for electron transport. It has also been ob­
served that the transport results which have been produced 
by the ANISN-CSDM do not strongly depend on the spatial 
interval size. The ANISN general guideline suggests that 
one collision of each type per spatial interval be used for 
the ANISN-CSDM; but the total number of spatial intervals 
can be reduced approximately by a factor two and still pro­
duce nearly the same transport results. The reduction of 
the total number of spatial intervals means that there will 
be more than one collision of each type per spatial interval 
because the spatial interval sizes become larger, while the 
slab thickness remains the same. The manageability of the 
electron transport problem size should always be kept in 
mind, especially for deep penetration radiation transport 
problems. For codes which do not use a multiple scattering 
approximation, too many spatial intervals may be required to 
get detailed transport results. The ANISN-CSDM like ETRANISG 
models, can alleviate this difficulty. For example, the 
d= 0.32 gm/cm aluminum transport case requires 52 spatial 
intervals. Essentially the same electron transport results
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have been produced by 29 spatial intervals. Corresponding 
calculation which was performed by Bartine et al. uses over 
a hundred of spatial intervals. It is preferable to produce 
electron transport results with the normal guidelines of the 
problem if possible. Complete expansion of the cross-sec­
tions should be included in the standard calculations. One 
can still produce acceptable transport results after reducing 
the expansion order of the in-group scattering cross-sections, 
using the extended transport correction. This reduces the 
computing time significantly. This idea has been success­
fully tested in the 10.0 MeV electron transport calculations 
in water. The electron transport results before and after 
application of the reduction of expansion order of in-group 
scattering cross-section remain the same. The same idea was 
also applied successfully to one-group electron transport cal­
culations to simulate some selected results of Morel [8).
A parametric study of n in gold indicates that the 
transport results which are produced by the ANISN-CSDM are 
not strongly dependent of the magnitude of p. This observa­
tion confirms the validity of the mathematical model which 
has been used to produce the energy-loss cross-sections and 
angular expansion coefficients. This occurs because the 
cross-sections are corrected for the energy losses less than 
p which had been excluded from the average energy loss cal­
culation of ANISN-CSDM. The result of energy distribution of
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the transmitted particles in gold has indicated that ANISN- 
CSDM relatively overestimates the peak value of the distri­
bution. It is not clear why this occurs; but some related 
observations and comments may indicate possible causes. 
ANISN-CSDM and ETRANISG are in general agreement with experi­
mental leakage from thin aluminum slabs. Inelastic angular 
distributions are the same for aluminum and gold, but elastic 
distributions are less forward for gold. As a result, gold 
leakage for the same relative slab thickness should be less 
than aluminum leakage. This is seen by the experimental 
result and by the results of both codes. ANISN-CSDM, however, 
predicts somewhat greater leakage from the gold slab than 
does ETRANISG, and more than is seen from experiment.
In the test calculations of gold, it has been observed 
that reasonably good transport results could be obtained by 
using wider inelastic distributions in place of the inelastic 
distributions implied by the present model, ANISN-CSDM. That 
is, inputting wider distribution of the inelastic expansion 
coefficients to cross-section matrices could reduce the mag­
nitude of the peak of transmitted particles.
Another contributing factor might be the approximation 
by which small angle inelastic scatters are excluded. These 
would also result in small energy deposition. This deposi­
tion is not excluded, however, since the total energy loss 
in small energy transfer collisions (less than n] is included 
in the overall inelastic cross-sections. That is, the
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macroscopic inelastic cross-sections are represented by 
using the total correct stopping power [the sum of total 
collisional and radiative stopping powers) as given by 
equation [3.23). The energy loss actually occurring in 
small angle scatters is thus represented by a few larger 
angle scatters. The remaining small angle scatters do not 
occur, allowing continuing forward motion. The combined 
increase of a few large-angle scatters and reduction in 
small-angle scatters may produce a more forward transport 
approximation. This may presumably result in more leakage 
in thin slabs, as given in Figures [5.11[a), 5.11(b)).
A further angle approximation is the use of angular 
distributions of scattered electrons, each with the same 
energy loss. This can be considered as a separation of var­
iables. That is, the same energy loss [an average model 
energy loss takes the primary particle from the energy group 
g to g+1) is assumed for all possible inelastic collisions 
whether the angle change is small [associated with small 
energy transfer collisions) or large (associated with large 
energy transfer collisions). This insufficient angle-energy 
correlation in ANISN-CSDM may be improved by using the Group 
Skipping Model of electron transport [which was discussed in 
Chapter [IV)), because in this model angle-energy correla­
tion is represented more accurately than in either the ANISN- 
CSDM or the ETRANISG models.
In addition, in thin slabs a primary particle in this
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model may not make sufficient elastic or inelastic collisions 
so that they could reduce the peak of the transmitted parti­
cles at the right boundary of the slab. It appears that in 
a thin gold slab transport results are biased in favor of 
more forward collisions, thereby overestimating the leakage 
of particles.
While the ANISN-CSDM may be improved to give better 
results with high Z materials, the remainder of the simula­
tion calculations using ANISN-CSDM have been observed to 
agree very well with the available experimental results. 
Therefore, it seems that.the ANISN-CSDM average energy loss 
model adequately represents the physical reality for some 
important cases.
The ANISN-CSDM model of electron transport includes a 
deflection operator for the small energy transfer collisions, 
because the energy loss of small energy transfer collisions 
is represented by the model energy transfer collision in 
each energy group. That is, the small energy transfer colli­
sions are replaced by the large energy transfer collisions. 
From the results of parametric study of n in gold, it may be 
observed that attaching a deflection operator to the small 
energy transfer collisions of Bartine et al. would further 
broaden the distribution of scattered particles and would 
probably decrease the magnitude of the peak instead of in­
creasing it. It seems that the deflection operator which 
was suggested by Ligou (9) for small energy transfer
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collisions (discussed in Chapter (II)) may not improve the 
magnitude of the peak in the Bartine et al. work, but rather 
reduce the leakage, making it further from the experimental 
result.
In summary, the ideas of the ANISN-CSDM basic data are 
analogous to the Monte Carlo calculational data. The ANISN- 
CSDM cross-section matrices are basically more consistent in 
terms of the energy conservation according to the squashed 
collision energy loss model. The ETRANISG angular treatment 
is treated entirely through the continuous slowing down model 
interactions by a Legendre expansion of the elastic scatters. 
This is then corrected to include the effect of inelastic 
scatters. The ANISN-CSDM electron transport model appears to 
conform more closely to reality because it treats elastic and 
inelastic angular effects separately. The angular transmis­
sion studies indicate that there has not been any significant 
difference in the angular information (except gold) which 
has been produced by both of these electron transport schemes 
as a result of the difference in approximation methods. How­
ever, it was noted that the ANISN-CSDM has a probabilistic 
energy loss model, and the ETRANISG has a partially deter­
ministic energy loss model through continuous slowing down. 
This difference in the energy loss models can be observed 
from the results of the energy transmission studies in water 
slabs at relatively high initial energies.
In general, the results of ANISN-CSDM simulation
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calculations have indicated that the ANISN-CSDM may be used 
as an alternate tool to other available electron transport 
codes in producing good electron transport results at rela­
tively high electron energies.
CHAPTER VII 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
In this study a Continuous Slowing Down Model of elec­
tron transport, ANISN-CSDM, has been developed for use in 
the one-dimensional discrete ordinates computer code ANISN. 
This model could be applied to transport of other charged 
particles, provided that the required average properties of 
the model and the correct stopping power could be evaluated 
in order to formulate the associated elastic and inelastic 
cross-sections. The accuracy and the generality of ANISN-CSDM 
have been demonstrated by comparing the calculations with the 
available experimental results and the Monte Carlo calcula­
tional models. The ANISN-CSDM transport results which have 
been produced for comparisons were performed under three 
separate groups of calculations as discussed in the following 
paragraphs.
The first part of the calculations has been performed 
to demonstrate the validity of the multiple elastic scattering 
approximation. This included tests of the extended transport 
corrected cross-section concept. The results were given in 
Figures (5.2,5.3). From these figures it may be observed 
that there exists an excellent agreement between ANISN-CSDM
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results and the results which were reported by Morel •
The second part of the calculations has been performed 
to demonstrate the accuracy of the method by simulating the 
corresponding experimental results and the results of the 
Monte Carlo calculational models. In this part, the energy 
and angular transmission studies have been performed in 
aluminum and gold slabs because the corresponding experimental 
and calculational results are available for comparisons. As 
given in Figures (5.4,5.5,5.6,5.7,5.8,5.9), the transmission 
studies in aluminum include three separate simulation cases, 
each of which represents a different material thickness.
The energy distributions of the transmitted particles at the 
right boundary of the slabs are produced to compare with the 
experimental results and the Monte Carlo calculational models. 
It has been observed that the ANISN-CSDM results are in good 
agreement with the experimental and the Monte Carlo results. 
Similar calculations have been performed in gold, in addition 
to a parametric study of the selection of rj. The parametric 
study of n confirms the user-oriented feature of the ANISN- 
CSDM electron transport model. That is, the produced electron 
transport results are somewhat independent of the choice of 
n- The ANISN-CSDM results are in good agreement with the 
experimental and the ETRANlSG-straggling results along the 
high and low energy edges of the distribution. The ANISN-CSDM 
predicts a slightly greater peak value than the experimental
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and ETRANlSG-straggling results. This difference, as dis­
cussed in the previous chapter, may come from insufficient 
angle-energy correlation in ANISN-CSDM. That is, actual en­
ergy losses of small energy transfre collisions are repre­
sented by a few larger angle scatters.
The third part of the calculations has been performed 
for energy deposition distribution calculations to confirm 
the accuracy and the utility of the method at relatively low 
and high electron energies. This part includes the produc­
tion of the energy deposition distribution in water because 
of the fact that experimental results are available in connec­
tion with the medical physics applications. No discrete 
ordinates method result has been yet reported for the calcu­
lation of the energy deposition in slabs whose thickness is 
in the range of the primary particle. From Figure (5.14) it 
may be seen that the ANISN-CSDM result is in excellent agree­
ment with the experimental result. It has been observed that 
the ETRANISG models predict slightly greater energy deposi­
tions than ANISN-CSDM. This difference, as discussed in the 
previous chapter, may result from the different energy loss 
models which have been employed by both of the electron 
transport schemes. In addition to the water results, energy 
deposition in aluminum (d = 0.32gm/cm^) has also been produced, 
The total and normalized energy deposition distributions in 
aluminum are given in Figures (5.23,5.24) for electrons at
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1.0 MeV. From Figure (5.23) it may be seen that the ANISN- 
CSDM predicts a slightly greater normalized energy deposition 
as compared to the Monte Carlo model. This observation is 
similar to the water result which was given in Figure (5.14). 
From Figures (5.23,5.24) it may be observed that there 
exists a reasonable agreement between ANISN-CSDM and the 
ETRANISG results.
In summary, the ANISN-CSDM of the electron transport 
model has been developed into an economical and accurate 
tool for the radiation transport analysis problems. The two 
major developments in this study may be outlined as: (1) 
the application of the condensed random walk concept of 
ETRAN family of computer codes into the discrete ordinates 
method; (2) and the representation of the inelastic cross- 
sections by the collisional average energy loss model. It 
was stated that there are one elastic and one inelastic 
model collision per spatial interval in the ANISN-CSDM 
model of electron transport. The single elastic collision 
is allowed by the application of the condensed random walk 
concept into the discrete ordinates method which in turn 
allows relatively large spatial intervals with multiple 
scattering. This multiple scattering approximation replaces 
the detailed small interval calculations of Bartine et al. 
This approximation permits more efficient approximate calcu­
lations and makes the deep penetration radiation transport
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analysis possible within computer storage and time limita­
tions. The single inelastic scatter is allowed by defining 
an average inelastic energy loss and equating this to an 
energy group width, thereby specifying a mechanism for con­
tinuous slowing down. By excluding small energy-loss colli­
sions from the specification of group width, sufficiently 
large energy groups result so that an economical computer 
calculation is possible.
The basis for the development of the ANISN-CSDM electron 
transport model is not the ANISN computer code, but the ANISN 
cross-section format. The ANISN computer code has been used 
to test the electron-continuous slowing down model [ANISN- 
CSDM) cross-sections. The input format for ANISN has been 
accepted by other discrete ordinates and Monte Carlo com­
puter codes, Therefore, the cross-section data which has 
been generated by the developed model can be used in several 
computer codes. As a result, electron transport calculations 
need no longer be limited to large special purpose codes, 
but can use many codes routinely used in nuclear engineering. 
The ANISN-CSDM model is largely specified in the Cross- 
Section Processing Code (CRXPC) which has been designed in 
this study to produce the standard ANISN data in the Group 
Independent Tape (GIT) format. This Group Independent cross- 
section tape is required for a transport computation which 
involves fine grid size in energy, angle, spatial variables;
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and the high expansion order of cross-sections. The stan­
dardization of the data handling is one of the significant 
features of the ANISN-CSDM.
The ANISN-CSDM of electron transport does not follow 
the secondary particles. Energy deposition beyond the range 
of the primary particle may not be calculated accurately by 
ANISN-CSDM. Future work in the ANISN-CSDM should include 
the following of the produced secondary electrons and photons. 
This ANISN-CSDM may be developed into a more accurate radia­
tion transport analysis tool if the photon productions are 
treated separately. It is also possible to investigate the 
applicability of ANISN-CSDM to charged particles other than 
electrons and positrons. It may be observed that ANISN-CSDM, 
as it is, may be applied to the photon transport radiation 
analysis. The ANISN-CSDM calculations have shown that accu­
rate transport results can be produced for relatively low 
computing times. The problem size may always be reduced to 
a manageable level by a proper choice of the energy group 
structure which is determined by the value of p [upper bound 
of small energy transfer collisions). In the transmission 
studies the slab thicknesses are relatively small. Such a 
transport problem overall computer core storage requirement 
is usually not large. Therefore, one may employ fine energy 
group structure in the transmission studies. For deep radia­
tion penetration transport cases the slab thicknesses are
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usually large. In this case detailed transport calculations 
may not be possible. Then it is possible to use coarse 
energy group structure. The accuracy of ANISN-CSDM may be 
improved by smaller n values in the low energy transport 
cases. Because this results in larger computing time and 
storage, however this may not be an optimum engineering solu­
tion of the problem.
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APPENDIX I
THE DIFFERENTIAL M0LLER CROSS-SECTION FOR 
INELASTIC ELECTRON-ELECTRON COLLISIONS
For a given initial energy Eg= 1.0 MeV, the Figure 
[1.1) which will be given below shows the variation of the
total Miller inelastic differential scattering cross-section 
as a function of the final energy of the scattered particle, 
W. The expression which has been used to produce the figure 
is as follows:
2K-1 1 1 r K-1 ,2
tr ^ + C V J
X
This has dimensions of 1/MeV cm. It is the energy part of 
the double differential microscopic inelastic electron- 
electron scattering cross-section which was given by equation 
[2.13) in Chapter [II).
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£ ( E q ,W) = c o s 8 % i f  W< Eq/ 2 ;
£ CE q ,W) = c o s e ^  i f  W > E q/ 2










and cose^ satisfy the following condition: 
> cos8%> 0.
The double differential scattering cross-section character- 
izes the scattering from an incident energy Eg, direction 
to a final energy W in dW, and angle ' in dfi. The Ô and O' 
represent the initial and the final directions of primary 








has one simple pole at W= E g ,  and two poles of second order 
at W = E g  and W = 0 .  The energy transfer differential cross- 
section is symmetric in W and Eg - W. Thus by replacing W 
with Eg-W, one can produce the original differential energy
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transfer cross-section. This means that the interactions 
of the primary electrons and the secondary electrons are 
governed by the same differential cross-section. This sym­
metry property of the electron differential energy transfer 
cross-section may be seen in Figure (1.1) at = 1,0 MeV.
APPENDIX II
A SUMMARY OF THE NUMERICAL SOLUTION 
OF THE NEUTRON TRANSPORT EQUATION
In the following paragraphs a general structure of 
the Sj^  difference equations will be constructed. The S^  ^
method which was first introduced by Carlson is a special 
case of the DOM. The characteristic of this scheme is that 
the directional particle flux varies linearly between the 
interpolation points in p-r space. Figure [II.1). Let us 
assume a stationary transport equation in a spherical geo­
metry. The energy group index may be dropped for simplicity. 
Then the associated transport equation may be given as 
follows with an isotropic source term:
y + 1 (i_p2) = SCr)
The anisotropic source, the shell source, can also be con- 
oj-ucied as well as an isotropic source. In the above equa­
tion r and y represent radial angular variables; i.e., y is 
the cosine of the angle between the particle direction and 
the radius vector. Now consider the domain of ye[-l,+l] and 





Figure (II.1) A mesh in w-r space for calculations,
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= -1 + ~  , k = 0,1,0,.,.,N
where an even number of equal y-intervals are considered.
One may observe that N is the total number of segments and 
yg= -1, = +1. Denote these are a set of y values by{yj^}.
One may also express the interval midpoints of established 
y^-segments; as
y% = -1 + , k = 1,2,3,...,N
The ÿj^ 's may be treated as the "discrete directions" of the 
method. They possess equal weights 1/N such that when 
the average angular flux in a cell has been determined one 
may obtain the by the expressions (i's are index for spa­
tial variable)
N I = average angular flux in a cell
m in y-r space.
Similarly radial variable can be treated discretely to define 
a set of r values, {r%}. Then one can construct a cell in 
r-y space as shown on Figure (.11.1). The set'{rJdoes in­
clude real physical boundaries of the problem and the size 
of Ar^= r^ - r ^ d e p e n d s  on the type of problem and resolu­
tion desired. Define the following particle fluxes:
4)^ = <J>(t£,yj^ ) 5 the flux at r^ for a given discrete
direction y^
(|)j^ = #(r^,y^) = the flux at y^ for a given r^
where y, defined earlier and 
k
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= 0.5 X  (fi-fi-i) 
Let ACi) " 1








1 S i r  I  - r..j)
also define
SXIJT 
♦k ' 2 *ik - *k-l
♦ik ' “ •= * ♦ i . P
It is assumed in the above expressions that the flux, #(p,r], 
varying linearly in the cell of p-r space for all inde­
pendent variables. Such a linear variation of the angular 
flux in between the discrete points is a characteristic of 
the scheme of the solution of transport equation.
The finite difference form of the steady state trans­
port equation may be constructed by using the diamond differ­
encing. The details of the derivation may be found in the 
literature (38,44,45,53,54,63). In the diamond-central 
difference approximation the flux is defined at the midpoint 
of the cell.
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The difference equation form of transport equation may be 
given as follows:
+ O.S X I i(i) (*,+4., .) = i(i) S
X* ^  1 1 - 1  1
where and are the midpoint values of S are the 
midpoint values of 2^ , S in the cell in U-r space. The 
last expression can be cast into the following form by re­
arranging terms in order to solve $u's.
ACi) Zt. ACi)
" 2..'s(l) * ) 4>i-i
= id) S. + 2Yj^  sfi)
For given and the boundary conditions the flux can be
determined. One may observe that for m = 0:
Pg = -1, Yg = 0 are the starting values.
Assuming that 4>q is known, then one can evaluate , etc.
The determination of recursively for spatial indexes i, 
one needs to solve the final expression for
(i) *._! if < 0
Cii) if < 0.
The constructed form of discrete equation may not 
give satisfactory results if Z A(i) product becomes large 
(it may occur for certain energy groups in some regions of 
reactor core). The position dependent flux, would change
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algebraic sign. It does not represent a physical flux.
Such difficulties could be removed by using step functions 
in difference equation formulation of transport equation in­
stead of a linear variation assumption of angular flux 
between angle and spatial variables.
Enough consideration ought to be given to how to con­
struct the mesh cells. The desired solution may be produced 
by a proper selection of space, angle and energy mesh sizes. 
For cases which involve deep radiation transport problems 
one should not use a coarse mesh in independent variables. 
Fine mesh structure is required for such cases. The improve­
ment of the produced transport results depends on the es­
tablished mesh structure. The computing tools available may 
also put a limit on the problem size which requires a finite 
amount of locations in the computer core. The accuracy 
desired and computing tools available are somewhat inter­
related to each other.
APPENDIX I I I
SOME PROPERTIES OF THE LEGENDRE POLYNOMIALS 
AND SPHERICAL HARMONICS
(1) The Legendre Polynomials (22,43,44,46,66,67'68) 
The Legendre polynomials may be taken as a class of 
solutions of the ordinary differential equation, Legendre 
equation. They may be defined by the following expressions:
P (x) = -i- -§_(x -1) , n=l,2,3,.,.
^ 2^ dx%
with
P q ( x )  = 1 ,  P ^ ( x )  = X ,  P g C x l »
P3 CXI = |C5x^ -3x}.,. , ,
The orthogonality condition that P^[x)'s satisfy is 
+1








(2A+l)x P^Cx) = (&+1) + il P^_i Cx)
, dfl 
CK -1) *T ' P%-Pa-i)
Î PjCx) =■ X Pj' (x) - Pj',j Cx]
C2X*1) P j ( x )  = P / ^ ^  W  - P / . J  ( X ) .
They form a complete set of orthogonal functions for the ex­
pansion of a function say, a[x), defined on the interval 
-1 < X  < +1, where a(x) should be real and square integrable. 
Then one may write 
LMAX
crCx) = I o,P,(x]
A=0 * *
where
0. . ' o(x)P^Cx)dx
(2) The Associated Legendre Function:
It is P^(x), defined as follows:
P^Cx) = (-1^ (l-x^)2
provided m = 1,2,3,...,
0
One may observe that Pjj (x) = Pj^Cx).
For negative integral values of m such that |m|<& one may 
obtain
= C'l)* 7 7 ^  f  Cx) ^ C&+m) ! ^
The associated Legendre polynomials also obey the appropriate 
orthogonality conditions.
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(3) The Spherical Harmonics:
They are a complete set of functions in the angular 
variables (u= cos9} and ip that specify the direction of the 
unit vector ^ relative to a system of cartesian coordinates. 
















“ J o  J - .
g5-m
.2tt +1
gC9,ijj) Y" (8,^) d(cos9) dijJ. 
Jtm
The addition theorems of spherical harmonics and Legendre 
polynomials may be given as follows:
Z *
m = - Z Am
Z
P%(%o) = H Ï T   ^ (8.$)
P run) = p (P)P,(P')+ 2 I: l{^ (u) P^(u') cosmc*-*')
A A m=i:.CA+m)! A z
The further detailed properties of the Legendre polynomials 
and spherical harmonics may be found in the literature.
